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Chapter 1
Introduction
Computational experiments have played a key role in making recent ad-
vances in several scientific and engineering disciplines [11, 16, 17, 97]. Several im-
plementations of "Grand Challenge" problems require far more processingpower
than any sequential processor can deliver [23].Although significant progress is
being made in the speed of microprocessor based computers, there is nearly univer-
sal agreement that continuing increases in computationalpower for large scientific
applications will require parallel processing.
Massively Parallel Processing (MPP) systems promise to provide contin-
ued increases in performance through employing thousands of computing elements
in the solution of a single problem. These distributedmemory machines can be
assembled using the fastest microprocessors with relatively inexpensivecommu-
nications networks. The actual performance achievedon these machines for real
applications, however, can be disappointing. For example, traditionalsupercom-
puters such as the Cray C-90 deliver 50% of their peak advertised performance
on the NAS benchmarks while multicomputers like the IBM SP1 and the Meiko
CS-2 currently achieve less than 5% of the advertised rate [4, 7, 48]. Thecauses
of this low level of efficiency can be traced to unbalanced hardwaresystems and
inefficient algorithmic implementations.2
1.1Problem Statement
Several problems have been noted in the parallel processing environment that
cause reported performance results to be much poorer than would be expected
when actual programs are developed to run on multicomputers:
Performance Debugging
It is difficult for a programmer to predict the impact that system parameters
will have on parallel code. As a result, software developersare frequently
not able to evaluate different algorithmic implementations in order to arrive
at an optimal solution. There is also little information available to indicate
which parallel architecture, if any, will execute a given program inan efficient
manner.
Architectural Improvement
Parallel system designers are handicapped by the lack of informationon the
effect changing system parameters will haveon the performance of actual par-
allel programs. As a result, systems may be designed with sucha high level
of imbalance that few parallel programs will be able to execute inan efficient
manner. Extensive work has been performed to determine theoretical bounds
on the performance of various parallel architectures [1, 28, 56, 77, 79, 85].
Similar work has explored routing algorithms for these diverse architectures
[8, 53, 64]. Each of these implementations claims to be optimal undercer-
tain assumptions about the nature of parallel applications.Consensus in
the microprocessor industry on the benefits of RISCprocessors came only
after exhaustive analysis of instruction traces of real sequentialprograms.
Similarly, progress in achieving a convergence for parallel architectures will
require attention to the characteristics of production parallel codes.
Machine Selection
The high performance computing environment has changed significantly withM1111,11 MMIIM.=111=1=1
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Figure 1.1. Diverse architectures available to a single researcher.
the advent of high speed workstations. Much of the work that waspre-
viously performed on large centralized computers is now done on desktop
workstations.Clusters of workstations are often available for larger jobs
with Massively Parallel Processing (MPP) machines being reserved for the
most demanding applications. Figure 1.1 illustrates the machines that may
be available to a single researcher. Selecting the appropriate computing plat-
form to achieve efficient execution can be a difficult task. In order to make
efficient use of a parallel machine, the user must also determine the optimal
number of processors to use to maximize efficiency [37]. There is little in-
formation to guide the user of a parallel machine into making the correct
selection.
Compiler Optimizations
Compilers for high level parallel languages are often not able to choose opti-
mizations which will result in the best performance foran application. When4
optimizations are performed on sequential code, the compiler can be fairly
certain that the changes will improve performance. In order for parallel com-
pilers to make intelligent decisions, they must be provided with detailed in-
formation regarding the performance tradeoffs for alternate transformations
[3, 27, 93].
Solving the problems of performance debugging, architectural tuning,ma-
chine selection and compiler optimizations is a critical step in improving the effi-
ciency of multicomputers. For sequential environments, system performance can
be adequately described in terms of the amount of computation time required to-
gether with the processor instruction rate. The performance of parallel systems is
influenced by multiple factors related to the structure of applications and to their
ability to exploit the parallel features of a particular system [10]. Asa result of
the multidimensional nature of this environment, users must be able to account for
and visualize the effects of multiple variables on system performance [43]. With-
out an accurate model that takes all of these factors into account, it is difficult
to determine what changes are needed to improve the performance of multicom-
puters. This multi-dimensional nature of distributed memory architectures makes
sophisticated performance tools necessary in order to effectively utilize thesesys-
tems [76, 87]. Performance prediction tools have been identified as an important
technology in achieving the solution to grand challenge problems [23].
Dan Reed, a member of the performance analysis team for the National
Consortium for High Performance Computing (NCHPC), has said:
Performance analysis has both short-term and long-term goals. Typ-
ical short-term goals are to help write and tuneprograms that run fast
for current problems on current computer systems, and to establish
procurement criteria. One long-term goal is to produce programs that
will also perform well in the future (e.g., for largeror longer prob-
lems on computer systems with more processorsor different compu-
tation/communication tradeoffs). A complementary long-term goal is5
to help design computer systems that will effectively support future
applications.
All of these goals require determining the performance characteris-
tics of application programs and computer systems. However, currently
available tools and techniques provide only a subset of the capabilities
needed to meet these goals.These tools are generally restricted to
empirical measurements of a particular combination of code, system,
and sample problems. Little or no support is provided for develop-
ing predictive models of application performance, or even for acquiring
the information to construct such models. Additional work is needed
to characterize massively parallel systems and extract application re-
quirements, as well as to construct and validate models [81].
High level parallel languages are essential in making parallel processors fea-
sible for large programming projects. They allow the program to be written in a
machine independent manner, and abstract away the complexity of explicit mes-
sage passing. David Kuck, a noted authority on computer architecture, has said:
HPCCI has distributed memory MPPs as its cornerstone architec-
tural component....Since the 1960's, the generally acceptable com-
puter language level has risen from the machine level to the point where
PC users now have problem-solving environments that do not require
users to be programmers at all, but instead users may express them-
selves in terms of their own disciplines. Parallel processing cannot suc-
ceed by attempting to reverse this historical market force....if paral-
lel processing is to emerge from its current niche market and become a
practical technology it is essential that architectures be improved [58].
The Dataparallel C programming language provides a SIMD model of par-
allel programming with explicit parallel extensions to the C language [46]. Perfor-
mance tools which are linked to a compiler for a high level parallel language have
access to algorithmic information which can improve the accuracy of their analysis.
Any methodology which addresses the performance problems for multicomputers
should be tailored to applications written in high level languages.6
1.2Research Contributions
This research develops two predictive analytical models whichare used to provide
solutions to the problems we have described. We use these models to implement
two performance prediction systems in order to show that the models are feasible.
The first model analyzes application source code in order to estimate speedup
for static programs on different hardware systems. The second modeluses an
instrumented run of the application, along with source code analysis, to provide
detailed predictions of execution time for scalable applications. Both modelsuse
algorithmic information extracted from the source code of existing Dataparallel C
applications. The concepts developed here can also be extended to other data-
parallel languages.
Static applications solve problems with a fixed number of data items. The
number of computations performed also remains fairly constant as the number of
processors varies. For many of these problems compile time analysis of the source
code is sufficient to predict the speedup attainable by a given parallel architecture
[41]. Absolute execution time is difficult to estimate with static analysis, but the
relative number of communications and computations can provide fairly accurate
estimates of speedup values. Our research into static performance predictioncon-
centrates on the relative speedup attained on a fixed problem size as the principle
performance metric. Static analysis can provide rapid feedback toan optimizing
compiler on the relative benefit of alternate transformations. Itcan also be used to
predict performance for static applications with toomany computations to admit
an instrumentation run.
When additional processing elements are added to a computation, scalable
applications can increase the problem size in order to maintain efficient execution.
Speedup cannot be used as a performance metric for these applications since the
number of computations will change as the number ofprocessors vary. The per-
formance prediction methodology used for scalable applicationsuses algorithmic7
information derived from the source code ofa high level parallel language and an
instrumentation run of the application with a small problem size. This information
is combined with an analytical hardware model in order to derivean exact equation
for execution time as the number of processors and the problem sizevary. Since
this modeling technique uses run-time data, itcan be viewed as a dynamic perfor-
mance prediction method. Through maintaining a symbolic representation of the
performance equation, algebraic manipulation packages suchas Maple [15] can be
used to analyze and visualize the performance ofan application. The equations for
execution time can be differentiated in order to determine sensitivity to changes
in variables and to determine cost optimal points for hardware architectures.
Through focusing on algorithmic variables in the dynamic model, perfor-
mance debugging can be performed in order to create applications which will be
efficient on a target architecture and more portableacross architectures of interest
to the user. Given a set of performance data from important applications, parallel
system architects can determine which modifications to current designs will result
in the largest improvements in performance for realprograms. When parameters
for actual parallel machine are specified, the dynamic modelcan assist in selecting
the appropriate architecture and number ofprocessors for an application.
Although predicted execution times can be useful in improving the perfor-
mance of multicomputers, their value can be limited unless there is some way of
determining the accuracy of the prediction. Through utilizing multivariatesta-
tistical techniques, this research can specifya confidence interval for predictions.
It is my thesis that a combination of static and dynamic performance prediction
techniques can be used effectively to address the problems of performance debug-
ging, architectural improvement, machine selection and compiler optimization for
data-parallel programs on multicomputers.8
1.3Dissertation Organization
In Chapter 2 previous work in performance prediction is discussed and contrasted
with the research presented here. The static analytical model is described in Chap-
ter 3 and results are illustrated for several applications. Chapter 4 describes the
implementation of the dynamic performance model and specifies the importance
of the scalable applications. The statistical techniques developed in Chapter 5are
shown to be useful in creating confidence intervals for predicted values. Several
applications are analyzed in Chapter 6 in order to show the utility of dynamic
performance prediction. The accuracy of the model is also analyzed anda method
is devised for estimating cost optimal values for system parameters. Finally, in
Chapter 7 the results are summarized and future directions for this researchare
outlined. Table 1.1 and Table 1.2 explain the notation whichwe will use in the
remainder of the thesis.9
Static Model
1),P Number of processors
VP Virtual Processor
N Problem Size
S(p) Speedup on p processors
U(p) Utilization of p processors (S(p)/p)
Tl Execution time on a single processor
T, Execution time of sequential code
Tp Execution time of parallel code
cr(P1T) Communication overhead function
Communication network topology
Cost for an operation
Time to execute a floating point instruction
X), Number of VP emulation loops
TA Time spent in VP emulation loops
Number of operations in sequential code
Xp Number of operations in parallel code
Message startup time
X, Number of communications
C, Normalized message startup cost
Xm Number of uncached memory accesses
Cm Normalized cache miss cost
Table 1.1. Notation used for static model.10
Dynamic Model
t
e
Tseq
Tpar
SS(p)
E(p)
Countq
Countpar
XOps
#0ps
Predicted execution time
Experimental execution time
Error
Time spent in sequential execution
Time spent in parallel execution
Scaled Speedup
Efficiency (E(p) = SS(p) /p
Number of sequential operations
Number of parallel operations
Number of operations
Time in nsecs for CPU operation
C OuntVPloops) XVP Number of VP emulation loops
fivP Time in nsecs for VP emulation loop
CountLimiss, XLINumber of first level cache misses
/3L1
COUntL2Miss, XL2
COUntCStart
last
Time in nsecs for first level cache miss
Number of second level cache misses
Time in nsecs for second level cache miss
Number of message startup times
Message startup time in nsecs
C OUniCBand, XBwNumber of bytes transmitted
i3Bw Time in nsecs to transmit one byte of data
Standard deviation of errors
C.O.V. Coefficient of Variation
M MFLOPS of performance attained
C Cost in dollars
(I) Price-performance metric (11-)
Table 1.2. Notation used for dynamic model.11
Chapter 2
Related Work
Performance analysis is a key step in the design and selection of computer hard-
ware and software. Many of the techniques which have traditionally been used
in optimizing sequential machines have been applied to multicomputers. Perfor-
mance prediction plays a much more important role with these parallel machines
because of the large variance in performance between different applicationson a
single system and different hardware platforms for thesame software. A simple
profile of where time is being spent in a parallel applicationmay give little insight
into where improvements should be made in order to improve overall performance.
The multidimensional aspect of performance analysison multicomputers imposes
certain constraints on the types of tools whichcan be effectively used in this envi-
ronment. This chapter will examine four characteristics of performance modeling
tools which are of pivotal importance with reference to MPP systems. The research
performed in this dissertation focuseson two important problems which have not
been adequately addressed by other methodologies.
In the remainder of the chapter we will differentiateour work from other
research in this field through analyzing the different design decisions whichmust be
made in developing a performance model. Previous work in performanceprediction
can be categorized in the following ways:
Queueing Theoretic Models vs. Real Applications
Sequential analysis has traditionally relied heavilyon representing workloads
with Markov models using random distributions. This modeling technique12
has been extended to parallel systems with limitedsuccess. Other analysis
methodologies use real applications to build a performance model. These
methods either examine the source code of real programs, require thepro-
grammer to write the code in an alternate modeling language or use sampling
data from an instrumented run in order to adequately characterize theap-
plication.
Simulation vs. Analytical Methods
Approaches involving simulations attempt to emulate the behavior of the
hardware as an application is executing. These methods are generallycom-
putationally intensive and often are able to examine more detailed aspects
of the execution. Analytical models attempt to derive equations for the be-
havior of a system. Variables in these equations are then modified to predict
performance for other environments.
Automatic vs. Manual Systems
Ease of use is an important consideration in developing performance analysis
techniques. Some methodologies require the user to rewrite applications in
new modeling languages. Manual techniques such as this will not be used
even if they promise superior results.
Static vs. Dynamic Analysis
Methodologies which rely totally on compile-time information for their char-
acterization of an application can be termed "Static". Other modeling tech-
niques which require instrumentation runs are "Dynamic" in nature. Static
analysis is preferable from a usability viewpoint since resultscan be pre-
dicted immediately and there is no need foraccess to an actual machine.
Dynamic information, however, can significantly improve theaccuracy of the
prediction.13
2.1Queueing Theoretic Models vs. Real Applications
'Queueing theory is a key modeling technique for the performance analysis of batch
systems and computer networks. It has also been applied to the parallel environ-
ment. Queueing theory is used to estimate the time that jobs spend in various
queues in the system [52]. These times can be used to predict the mean response
time for a task. The workload and execution time are modeled using random vari-
ables with distributions which can be determined from studying existing computing
environments. The principle drawbacks to queuing theoretic modelsare accuracy
and usability. Predicted results may have little or no correlation to experimental
data for a real application. Detailed analysis of the time spent in various blocks
of an application is also impossible so tools based on these models cannot be used
for performance debugging. The believability of results derived from using statis-
tical workloads is also low. Users are more likely to trust predicted results from
simulated executions of actual programs than they are to believe queuing theoretic
models [52]. For this reason models which use real applications in their analysis
process hold a big advantage. The models we develop in this research are based
on actual programs. Although it is more difficult to extend these models to aver-
age system performance, they are more accurate and can be used for performance
debugging, which is one of the key goals of this research. Developing queueing
theoretic models is also difficult for mostprogrammers and violates the ease of use
criterion which we will examine later.
Several different approaches have been taken in developing queuing theo-
retic models. Akyildiz developed a hierarchical system which separated the global
process model from process communications. The work attempts to model applica-
tions which communicate with each other using "SEND" and "WAIT" operations
[2]. Results for utilization, meanresponse time and communication overhead are
validated through a simulation of a system. Specific applicationsare not modeled14
and no attempt is made to compare predicted results with non-simulated experi-
mental data. Similar work has also been performed by Sotz [88].
Mac [66] uses Markov models to predict performance for series parallel task
programs. Predictions are within 10% of simulated results but the workload is
all synthetic. Kapelnikov et al. have used an amalgamation of queuing theoretic
models of physical system characteristics combined with graph models of actual
applications in order to analyze the performance of parallelprograms with looping
constructs [55]. This technique incorporates actual application code to alleviate
some of the drawbacks of queuing theoretic approaches, but the authors still con-
clude that the accuracy of the system is acceptable for preliminary evaluation of
various system designs, but that further detailed analysis isnecessary to draw
specific conclusions. Research by Dimpsey and Iyer [29] attempts touse statistics
from a cluster of real applications as input to their model.
The cost optimal analysis performed by Born et al.assumes that messages
are generated so that the time between successive messages is an exponential ran-
dom variable [9]. This model is attractive in terms of its ability tocompare and
contrast various network topologies, but it is limited in itsaccuracy and ability
to predict execution time for a given application. Kleinrock has also investigated
models to determine the optimal numbers ofprocessors to use given specified ar-
rival rates [57].
Queuing theoretic and statistical models ofprograms do not allow users to
make critical performance debugging and hardware selection decisions. Table2.1
summarizes the characteristics of these models. Because ofour requirements of
ease of use and accuracy for a specific application, these models are not sufficient.
2.2Simulation vs. Analytical Methods
The principle advantage of simulation based approaches is theiraccuracy. Given
sufficient computational resources an emulation of each machine instruction could15
Queueing theoretic
models
Models derived from
real applications
Ease of UseDifficult Automated
Accuracy Low High
Ability to
GeneralizeSimple Difficult
Table 2.1. Characteristics of queuing theoretic models vs. models derived from
real applications.
potentially give perfect prediction of performance for a selected application. The
Principle drawback of simulation methods is the time andresources necessary to
run the simulation. A CPU intensive simulation must be performed for each new
machine configuration and problem size. This makes the exploration of relation-
ships between different system parameters difficult to perform. Analytical models
can arrive at predicted performance values much more quickly.If the model is
represented as an equation (as it is with the models described in this research),
mathematical manipulations can be performed to determine the sensitivity ofan
algorithm to machine characteristics. This rapid prediction characteristic ofana-
lytical models makes them attractive for the problem of performance debugging.
A programmer will not be likely to try many alternate implementations if the
performance predictions take hours to complete.
Mehra et al. have conducted research into minimizing the timenecessary to
perform a simulation [68]. They use trace files to generatea model which can be
simulated in order to generate predicted performance for varying problem size and
numbers of processors. Simulation efficiency can also be improved through using
execution driven simulation to replace basic blocks withan increment of the total
number of instructions executed [24].16
Analytical ModelsSimulations
Time RequiredLow High
Ease of Use High Low
Accuracy Low High
Table 2.2. Characteristics of analytical models and simulation systems.
The characteristics of Simulations vs. Analytical modelsare summarized
in Table 2.2. Although analytical models achieve lower levels ofaccuracy, their
ease of use and rapid results generation makes them the only viable choice for a
performance model. Through specifying the confidence level fora prediction, lower
accuracy levels can be tolerated for analytical models.
2.3Automatic vs. Manual Systems
Several performance modeling systems requirea rewrite of application code in a
modeling language. This requirement of manual interventioncan discourage use
of tools which rely on these models. Tools which relyon information which can be
acquired from application source code, trace files,or an instrumented run of the
program are much more likely to be used in improving performance.
Morris et al. have developed a simulation data flow language for modeling
distributed and parallel systems. The language includesa graphical interface as
well as a text representation.In addition to being cumbersome, the language
appears to be limited to small configurations of processors and does not scale to
MPP systems. The LaRCS language developed by Lo et al.is used to describe
data flow in an application [65]. The system then buildsa task graph which is
used to map a problem to a physicalprocessor array.17
Performance prediction is important enough thatsome researchers have
suggested incorporating performance analysis into the early stages of the software
engineering process. Wabnig and Haring have developeda system where programs
are specified using directed task graphs [44]. The PAPS (Parallel Program Per-
formance Prediction Toolset) is then used to generatea timed Petri net for the
application [94]. A Petri net simulator is then used to generatea PICL (Portable
Instrumented Communication Library) file.Using this system the programmer
is able to focus on performance early in the design cycle and project results for
various architectures [95].
Saghi et al. have developed a system to select the best mode of parallelism
to use for an application [83]. The user specifies the complexity of each part of
an application by hand and the system determines which parallel implementation
will result in the highest performance ona particular hardware architecture. Since
algorithmic complexity must be specified by hand this technique results in excessive
overhead for the programmer.
By having the programmer input an augmented task graph representation
of an application, the methodology proposed by Menasce predicts the performance
of message passing programs with looping structures [71].
2.4Static vs. Dynamic Analysis
Of particular importance are prediction techniques which incorporate information
from the source code or from an instrumentationrun of a target application. These
methods achieve higher accuracy and allowa programmer to view the effects of
modifications to an algorithm and implementation. Dynamic performancepredic-
tion techniques use sample runs ona target architecture to determine the amount
of time spent in communications and computations. Static methodsgather in-
formation strictly from the applicationsource code. Isoefficiency metrics can be18
viewed as a static performance prediction method but the overheadnecessary to
have an analyst derive the isoefficiency function limits their usability.
Previous work in reconstructing instruction traces has examined the mini-
mal amount of data necessary to represent control constructs in sequential appli-
cations [61]. A similar analysis of parallel applications indicates thatpure static
analysis is not sufficient to characterize the execution time ofan application. Al-
though static methods may be able to predict speedup values formany programs,
predicting the number of operations to be executed requires knowledge of the flow
of control which cannot be predicted at compile time.
2.4.1Dynamic Methods
The PPPT, a Parameter based Performance Prediction Tool, developed by Fahringer
is a dynamic technique used to parallelize and optimize code in the Vienna Fortran
compilation system [31]. An instrumented run ofan existing Fortran 77 program
is used to locate sections of the code where a majority of the time is spent. The
instrumentation run also is used to determine program unknowns, suchas loop
iteration counts and branch probabilities. The prediction system is not applied to
scalable applications and the authors have noted that performance prediction for
programs with variable problem size is an open problem. Similar work has also
been performed by Chapman [14].
Through examining system statistics at run time, Crovella et al. determine
the cause of poor performance in an application [25].This information is used
in performance debugging of an application. More recent work has focussedon
using a large number of instrumented runs ofa sample application in order to
fit equations to the various overhead functions for parallelprograms [26]. These
equations can then be used to predict performanceas the problem size is varied.
Dynamic performance prediction techniques have the following characteris-
tics:19
Strengths
The analysis procedure for these techniques is automated and requires
little effort from the programmer.
High levels of accuracy can be attained for the problem size used during
instrumentation run since constants are preserved in expressions for the
number of operations performed.
Weaknesses
These methods generally discard symbolic information about loop iter-
ation variables and are limited in their ability to accurately model the
behavior of complex loop constructs.
Curve fitting is inexact and time consuming. Multipleruns of an ap-
plication on the target architecture for multiple algorithm implementa-
tions require excessive use of scarce computationalresources. The time
required may also discourage programmers from experimenting with
multiple implementations in order to optimizean application.
2.4.2Isoefficiency
The isoefficiency metric has been developed to describe therate at which the prob-
lem size must be increased in order to maintain constant efficiencyas the number
of processing elements grows [36, 59, 60].In order to develop the isoefficiency
function, an algorithm must be analyzed to determine asymptoticequations for
the number of computations and communications performed ina parallel applica-
tion. Applications with lower order isoefficiency functions will generallybe able
to make more effective use of increasing numbers ofprocessors [38, 39].Other
researchers have developed metrics similar to isoefficiency whichdescribe the rate20
at which the problem size must be scaled in order to achieve acceptable parallel
performance [73].
Isoefficiency analysis can be characterized in the following way:
Strengths
Complex iteration constructs can be accurately modeled since thepro-
grammer has access to structure of the source code or algorithm.
The performance prediction process can occur extremely quickly since
sample runs of the application are not necessary.
Weaknesses
Since an asymptotic analysis is performed, the constantsare lost as
equations for operation counts are derived. Execution time cannot be
predicted unless more detailed analysis is performed. Although isoeffi-
ciency may provide a good theoretical measure of an application, esti-
mating the performance on a finite number ofprocessors with a finite
problem size requires additional details.
Analysis of algorithms is an extremely labor intensive activity. Most
programmers are unwilling to perform the work necessary to determine
the complexity of each part of their code.
The symbolic performance prediction techniques described in Chapter 4
combine the strengths of dynamic methods and isoefficiency. A single instrumen-
tation run is performed on the program with a scaled down problem size in order to
build a call graph. This call graph is combined with symbolic information about
the iteration variables in enclosing loops obtained through static analysis. An
exact expression is then generated for execution time as a function of systempa-
rameters and the problem size [21]. With compiler inserted instrumentation code,
little effort is required from the programmer. The instrumentationrun can also21
be performed on a single processor workstation, freeing MPP systems for running
production code.
Previous research into deriving order notation bounds on the complexity of
computations and communications for important applications [82] could be usedas
input into our model in order to investigate applications where there isno available
source code implementation.
2.4.3Static Methods
Balasundaram et al. [5] have developed a static performance estimator based ona
training set approach. Their analysis focuses on matching sections ofsource code
with templates for which performance has previously been computed. Compiling
a sufficient number of templates to match a given program is a difficult task and
has been shown to be impractical by other researchers [30].
The MetaMP language described by Otto et al.was developed for use
as an intermediate language between HPF and message passing level code [75].
The Tiny loop restructuring tool [96] can be used to predict the performance for
MetaMP programs. Tiny symbolically analyzes code to count the frequency of
floating point operations, memory accesses, stride-1 inner loops, non-stride 1 inner
loops and invariant in inner loops. An attempt is then made to analyze which
loop structure will result in the highest performance. Although the tool is able to
analyze the effects of loop restructuring it does not address the problem of speedup
calculations for an entire application.
While researching automatic data partitioning techniques, Gupta and Baner-
jee have also investigated performance prediction [40, 41]. Theyuse constraints
derived statically from the source code in order to generatea model. Although
the user is currently required to input loop bounds and true ratios for condi-
tional statements, the authors feel that compilers should be able to generatemost
of this information. Pattern matching at the statement level is used to derive22
IsoefficiencyStatic Dynamic
Ease of UseDifficult AutomatedAutomated
Accuracy Low Medium High
Table 2.3. Characteristics of isoefficiency, static and dynamic models.
constraints on data distributions. These constraints combined with goodnessmea-
sures, which approximate the communication penalty if the constraints are not
satisfied, are used to predict the execution time for a program. The work is based
on Paraphrase-2 [78] and focuses on data distributions for Fortran 77 code. The
authors state that static compile time analysis should be feasible for applications
with a regular computational structure and static dependence patterns thatcan
be determined at compile time.
Although static analysis cannot be used for predicting execution time, it
can be useful in guiding a compiler through estimating the relative speedup values
attainable by alternate optimizations of a program [20, 18]. The model described in
Chapter 3 implements a static analysis technique designed to differentiate between
various implementations of a program. It can also be used for applications with
fixed problem size where a sample executionrun would take too much time to be
practical.
Figure 2.3 summarizes the characteristics of static and dynamic models.
Static methods are necessary in order to aid in compiler optimizations and for
performance prediction of fixed problem size applications. A single instrumentation
run with a small problem size, combined with static information can be used to
predict performance for scalable applications.
The static model described in Chapter 3 differs from related work in that
it is a first attempt at performing totally static prediction for applicationsacross
diverse hardware platforms. The dynamic model described in Chapter 4represents23
new work in accurate performance prediction for scalable applications. These mod-
els are tailored to meet the requirements for performance debugging, architectural
improvement, hardware selection and compiler optimization. Table 2.4 specifies
which characteristics are necessary in order to meet these requirements. By using
analytical models which automatically incorporate information from real applica-
tions, all of these criteria can be met. This work is the first toour knowledge
to apply the regression techniques described in Chapter 5. The full equation for
execution time generated by the symbolic performance model allowsus to perform
mathematical manipulations to determine the sensitivity ofan application to var-
ious system parameters. This sensitivity and cost optimal analysis presented in
Chapter 6 also originated with this research.24
Models based on
real programs
vs.
Theoretic Models
Analytical
Models
vs.
Simulations
Automatic
model
generation
vs.
Manual
Static
vs.
Dynamic
Performance
Debugging Real ProgramsAnalyticalAutomaticDon't Care
Architectural
ImprovementReal ProgramsDon't CareAutomaticDon't Care
Selection Real ProgramsDon't CareAutomaticDon't Care
Compiler
OptimizationReal ProgramsAnalyticalDon't Care Static
Table 2.4. The targeted uses of performance information impose specificcon-
straints on the types of models which can be employed in generating predictions.
The rows of the table show the fouruses of performance prediction information.
The columns indicate different ways of categorizing models. A givenuse may
require a specific characteristic in given category,or it may have a don't care
condition.25
Chapter 3
Static Performance Prediction
Historically there have been two significant barriers to the development of accurate
performance models for multicomputers. Programmers who are familiar with the
structure of parallel applications often do not have the motivation or hardware
background to build accurate models of parallel architectures. As a result, they
usually do not have adequate performance feedback during the development ofa
parallel application. Secondly, architects who understand the underlying systems
have not had access to algorithmic information from real applications touse as
input into their models. Consequently, engineering models typically use statistical
inputs or simplified program "kernels" instead of data collected from the execution
of non-trivial parallel programs. As a result there has not beena consistent im-
provement in the balance between the subsystems of multicomputers [22, 49, 92].
The static performance prediction technique described here providesa vital bridge
between parallel system designers and programmers.It allows programmers to
evaluate algorithmic choices on different parallel architectures, and it allowssys-
tem designers to understand the effects of varying system parameters using real
application data.
For our purposes, multicomputers will be definedas parallel computers
where the processors do not have shared memory [80]. This definition includesev-
erything from clusters of workstations on Ethernet to machines with much faster
and more complex interconnection schemes. These systems promise to provide
solutions to many problems that require more computationalresources than are
available on conventional sequential processors.26
We will use the term "Architectural Scaling" to denote theprocess of writ-
ing an application for platforms ranging from a cluster of workstations toa MPP
system. A similar term, "Distributed Program Development" [76], has been coined
to describe the process of developing an application on a machine when the pro-
gram is intended to run on another specific machine. Architectural scaling is the
process of developing an application which will run on several different parallel
architectures. This process relies heavily on the ability to predict the performance
as system parameters change and can benefit from the results of static analysis.
A single processor family will often be used from the desktop to the MPP
machine. In this environment, programmers will want feedback on the likely per-
formance of their codes as they move them between different computing platforms.
This process of architectural scaling can consume significant computational and
human resources if performance prediction is not available. System designers in
this environment will need performance prediction information to know where to
target their MPP machines to provide the highest increase in performance over
clusters of workstations.
3.1Model Specifications
Performance prediction information is useful only if itcan be obtained at a reason-
able cost in terms of programmer effort and computationalresources. This model
has been tailored for the following uses:
During program development, it is important for theprogrammer to deter-
mine the effect that changes to the source code will have on the performance
of the algorithm. If this performance prediction is difficultor time consuming,
the programmer will not be likely to try very many different implementations
of an algorithm. For this reason, our performance model will rely primarily
on algorithmic information extracted from the source code.27
Where multiple parallel architectures are available, performance prediction
information can also allow the user of an application to choose the architec-
ture and number of processors which will result in the most efficientuse of
computational resources. Because our modelcan make predictions of MPP
performance from data collected on smaller systems, it offloads performance
tuning tasks from large production systems. This is particularly valuable
when a smaller configuration of a multicomputer is locally available and the
larger system is a shared nationalresource.
Many parallel applications fail to achieve good performanceon multicomput-
ers because the systems are unbalanced. If the message passing time is too
high compared to the time for a computation, then fine grain applications
will never achieve good performance. System designers have little informa-
tion about how balanced the communication and computation must be to
perform acceptably on a target set of applications. Since this model doesnot
require sample runs on the target architecture, system designerscan use it
to determine the effects of varying system parameterson a variety of parallel
applications.
3.2Performance Metrics
There are several ways of evaluating performance ina parallel environment. On
a sequential machine, the principle performance goal is to minimize the execution
time of an application.In a parallel environment it is also important to make
efficient use of the availableprocessors.If the parallel machine is not able to
execute the algorithm significantly faster thana single node, then there is no reason
to buy a parallel machine; it would be more cost effective for the algorithmto be
run on a single processor. Speedup is often used as a measure of how efficientan
architecture is at executing a parallel algorithm. Although opinionsare divided on28
exactly how speedup should be measured, there issome evidence that a majority
of computationally oriented mathematical researchers feel that speedup should be
used as the primary measure of parallel performance [6]. The speedup achieved by
an algorithm running on p processors can be defined as:
Time to solve a problem using the best
sequential algorithm on one processor
Speedup(p) =
Time to solve the same problem with
the parallel algorithm on p processors
It is often extremely difficult to determine the execution time of the best sequential
algorithm for a given problem. For this reasonwe will use parallelizability, or rela-
tive speedup, as the primary performance measurement in this research. Relative
speedup is defined as:
S(p) =
Time to solve a problem using the parallel
algorithm on one processor
Time to solve the same problem with
the parallel algorithm on p processors
3.3Model Development
Previous research has identified factors whichare important predictors of perfor-
mance. Several trends in modern distributed memory parallel systems permitus
to make simplifying assumptions which lead toa more understandable model. We
use these assumptions to develop the preliminary parallel model described here.
The time to execute the programon a single processor T1 = T. + Ty where
T. is the inherently sequential part of the algorithm and Tp is theparallelizable
part of the algorithm. Several researchers [32, 73] have suggested the following
formula to model the parallel execution time ofan algorithm:
T (P) =++ cr(P T)29
where cr(p,r) is a function which estimates the communication overhead given the
topology T. We will use an enhanced version of this formula.
3.3.1Compiler Effects
The Dataparallel C compiler generates a standard C programas its output. The
native C compiler then compiles the C code into an executable. The quality of
the native C compiler can have a big effect on the number of machine instructions
generated for each logical operation specified in the program. A constant for each
compiler Co can be determined through benchmarks or through extrapolating from
results of the same compiler on other architectures. This compiler factor will be
used to create a better estimate of the number of instructions executed inan
application.
3.3.2Parallel Overhead
We have found that it is important to include a term for parallel overhead intro-
duced by the emulation of virtual processors in Dataparallel C. Dependingupon
the choice of global or local variables, different optimizationsare possible which
result in variable overhead for virtual processor (VP) emulation. The number of
times the compiler must set up a VP emulation loop (XA)can be used to esti-
mate the parallelization overhead in the computation. The time spent in parallel
overhead, TA will be accounted for in our model by the term CoXA.
The generalized form of the relative speedup for pprocessors can be ex-
pressed as:
T1 Ts + Tr
S (PI7-(p)Ts 4- lf, + cr(131T) + TA
This reduces to Amdahl's law when cr(p,7)= 0 and TA = 0.30
3.3.3Trends in Floating Point Performance
In the past, floating point arithmetic was so muchmore time consuming than
integer arithmetic that integer instructions were ignored in calculations of algo-
rithmic complexity. The current generation of microprocessors exhibit floating
Performance that is equal to or greater than the integer performance. Many of
the microprocessors used as compute nodes in multicomputerscan execute two
floating point operations (an add and multiply) in the same time thatan integer
instruction can execute. Several of the major multicomputer vendors are using this
class of microprocessors for computational nodes. The Intel Paragonuses the i860
processor which has this feature [51]. The IBM POWERparallel machine (SP1)
uses RS/6000 technology which also has comparable times for floating point and
integer instructions.
Since floating point and integer instructions take close to thesame amount
of time in these machines, it is possible for the model to estimate the number
of computations through examining the parse tree generated by the compiler and
counting the number of operations in sequential code (X3) and in parallel code
3.3.4Communication Overhead
The o(p, r) term incorporates overhead caused by communication betweenproces-
sors during the computation. In the general case, it accounts for effects caused by
the topology dependent distance betweenprocessors, link bandwidth and message
startup time for communications. For this analysis, we will assume that thema-
chine uses cut-through or wormhole routing. With these circuit-switched routing
schemes, the transfer time between any two nodes is fairly similar. Most modern
parallel computers employ some form of circuit-switched technology to avoid the
delay associated with store and forward routing. This simplifies the o(p, r) term by31
allowing us to ignore distance considerations when estimating thecommunication
cost for an operation.
One of the most significant contributors to communication overhead in the
current generation of multicomputers is the message startup time (TO. We will de-
fine message startup time as the total time between the call to the communication
library and when data begins to be transmittedacross the interface. This startup
cost includes time spent in the communication library and system call overhead
as well as the inherent time for the hardware to begin transmitting. As multicom-
puters have matured, they have added multitasking operating systems andmore
stringent error checking which has increased the overhead associated with starting
a communication. Several researchers have noted that startup cost is the predomi-
nant factor in determining the total cost of communication [49, 92]. For thisreason
we will assume that overhead induced by limitation in actual bandwidth on the
communication channels and link congestionare actually second order effects, and
we will not consider them in our model. This makes the model much simpler, since
it does not have to deal with message length, butcan just account for the num-
ber of messages exchanged. Some applications which transmit large datasets will
also see the the network bandwidthas a first order effect, but for problems with
neighbor communications it can often safely be ignored. Since the Dataparallel
C compiler inserts explicit message passing calls into the instructionstream, the
number of communications X,can be determined from the source code. We will
define the normalized message startup cost C,as the ratio Tc/Ts (where To is the
time to execute a floating point instruction). The model willestimate the total
number of cycles spent in communication to be XeCc.
3.3.5Memory Effects
Several researchers have noted that thememory hierarchy can have a significant
impact on the performance achieved bya parallel program [35, 98]. References to32
parallel variables in Dataparallel C are grouped intoarrays of structures with an
element for each virtual processor. Whena program enters parallel code through
the domain statement, we will assume that the entirearray containing parallel
variables used there will be accessed. This assumption holds for the problems
we will be studying in this research and is approximately true for many other
Irregular computational problems. Because of the predictable sequentialaccess
of these arrays, it is possible to predict the number ofmemory accesses which
will occur. These uncached accesses will generally be limited to parallel code and
have a significant effect on the performance of popular multicomputerprocessors
including the iPSC/860 [72].The number of uncached memory accesses (Xm)
and the number of cycles necessary to access an uncachedmemory location (Cm)
account for the time spent waiting for cache lines to fill.
3.3.6Applying the Assumptions
Using information extracted from the source code, the compilercan estimate X,
and Xp, the number of operations in the sequential and parallelizable portions of
the code. Let 7', = CoX,T4, and Tp= (CoXp + Cm Xm)To.
Our model of o(p, r) involves only the startup cost 7', and the topology.
We can express i'(p, r) = olp,r)1To in terms of the normalized startup time. For
a broadcast communication on a hypercube topology o'(p, r) = XXVI. + log(p)).
Neighbor communications would result in cri(p,r)= XcCc.
Using the dominant effects we have described here,
T, = (Cp(X.,+ Xp) + C,X,,)T4,
(CoXp+ C,X,,)T4, Tp = Cd,X,714,+ +Tocl(p,r) + Tit,C4,XA
P
With speedup
S(p) = T, /Tp33
--.-- coxp+cx, CoX, + + a(p,r) + C146 XA P
co(x, + Xp) + c,nxn,
the To terms drop out and we are left witha speedup equation dependent only on
the variables which are available toour prediction tool.
The terms X,, Xp, X,n, XA and X,can all be determined from the internal
parse tree generated by the compiler. The term Co can be determined througha
sample program or through experience with the compileron other processors. Co
describes the efficiency of the compiler in generating optimized code. Theterms
Cc and Cm can be obtained from system specificationsor through benchmark
programs.
Given an equation for S(p), we can derive expressions describing the levels
of balance which are required foran efficient parallel architecture. For our analysis
we will assume that an efficient execution of an algorithm will requirea relative
speedup of at least p/2 where pprocessors are used. This results in processor
utilization of 50%.
Theorem 3.1 In order to achievea utilization of 50% on grid problems with
neighbor communications, the following inequalitymust hold:
Cc Co(X + Xp) + CmXm CmXm(p 1)CoX,pC44XA <
PXc
Proof:
Given S(p), we can determine the utilization
S (p)
ZAP) =
=
=
P
CC (Xs + Xp) + CniXT.
pC0X3 + C4,Xp + C,,,X,, + pcqp,r)+ pC0XA
C,6(X. + Xp) + CmXm
(cc/(x, + Xp) + CmXm) + (p1)CoXs + PerqP, r) + PC0X,1
:----1(P-1)0X,+Peri(P,) 4-PC0XA
C4,(Xii-Xp)i-CXm
In order to achieve a utilization greater than 50%
(p1)C0X, + pVcC, + pCi6X),
C4,(X, + Xp) + CmX, < 1
This can only occur when
Ce <
Co(X. + Xp) + Cm Xm(I) 1)C,6X.pC4,XA
pX,
0
34
Several intuitive relationships can be observedas special cases of Theo-
rem 3.1. If the message startup cost, C is to have a positive value, then:
Co(X, + Xp) + C,X,,, > (p1)CoX,pC0XA (3.1)
If we assume that the memory component of the execution time (CmXm) andthe
loop overhead (pC4,X)J are not dominant, then Equation 3.1 reducesto Xp > peYs.
The parallel component of a computation must bemore than p times as large as
the sequential component if U(p) is to be greater than 50%.
Assuming memory accesses and loop overheadare insignificant and that the
parallel component of the execution time dominates the sequential time
C, <
CoXp
pX,
Essentially, this expression indicates that the grain size must be larger than the
cost of a communication.
We can also observe that higher communication costscan be tolerated when
a slower memory subsystem is used or when a poor compiler causes increased values
of Co. Theorem 3.1 also indicates the sensitivity of parallel computationsto VP
emulation loop overhead.35
3.4Experimental Results
The results of several experimentsare presented here to illustrate the utility of the
analytical model in predicting performance. One set of experimentswas performed
to determine if the tool could accurately predict the performance effectsof chang-
ing the implementation ofan algorithm on a fixed target machine. This kind of
performance prediction information would be used bya programmer or compiler to
optimize a program. Other experimentswere performed to demonstrate that the
tool could predict performanceon different target machines for several different al-
gorithms. This kind of prediction information would be usefulto system designers
in determining the effects of changing system parameters.
3.4.1Source Code Variation
One of the challenges of programming in Dataparallel C isdetermining the parallel
type to use for different variables. Dataparallel C hasa notion of global (mono)
variables which are kept consistentacross all of the physical processors and local
(poly) variables which may be different forevery virtual processor. There is a
complex set of rules for determining which paralleltype to use for loop variables
or array index variables to produce the best performance [46].In some cases,
the choice depends on the target architectureto be used by the application.If
the compiler were able to predict the performancecharacteristics for each of the
choices, it could automatically select the correcttypes and relieve the programmer
of the task of variable type selection.
Matrix multiplication is often usedas a benchmark on parallel machines.
Several versions of the matrix multiplication algorithmhave been implemented in
Dataparallel C. As a test of the modelwe changed two of the loop indices from par-
allel local variables to parallel global variables. Theexperiment was performed on
the Intel iWarp array. The iWarp is connected ina mesh topology, uses wormhole0...0
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Figure 3.1. Experimental and predicted values results for 256x 256 matrix mul-
tiplication on the iWarp array.
routing, has a message startup latency of 470 cycles and has similar floating point
and integer execution times. The prediction toolwas able to accurately predict
the performance of the original version and thenew version called "matrix2+"
The results are shown in Figure 3.1.
3.4.2Experimental Results on Different Target Machines
A second set of experimentswas performed using two target architectures that
exhibit the features we described inour model development. The experiment
was performed on the Intel iWarp array and on an iPSC/860. The iPSC/860
uses the Intel i860 processor, is connected in a hypercube topology,uses wormhole
routing, has a message startup latency of 5280 cycles and has similarfloating point
and integer execution times. Experimentswere performed using several standard
Dataparallel C applications and were reported previously [20]. Theexperimental45
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Figure 3.2. Experimental and predicted results for the shallow water atmospheric
model.
results indicate that the analytical model is successful in predicting performance
in the cases we have examined. Givenan accurate model, important analysis can
occur with respect to a specific application.
The shallow water atmospheric applicationwas developed by the National
Center for Atmospheric Research for benchmarking the performance ofparallel
processors [46].The program solves a system of shallow water equationson a
rectangular grid using a finite differences method. The modeluses a two dimen-
sional array of data elements that communicate with theirnearest neighbors. The
performance prediction tool is able to approximate the actual performancefairly
accurately. More significantly, the toolwas able to differentiate clearly between
the performance to be expectedon the two machines. The results are shown in
Figure 3.2.
Performance information froman analytical model can allow a system archi-
tect to observe the effects of changing specific system parameters. InFigure 3.3 the38
message startup cost is varied for the shallow water atmospheric model to show the
effect this parameter has on speedup. Figure 3.4 shows how cache miss penalty
and message startup cost interact in predicted speedup results. Machines with
large cache miss penalties will achieve greater speedup values fora given message
startup cost because their effective grain size is larger. The performance in Mflops,
however, degrades on machines with large values of Cmas is shown in Figure 3.5.
Although machines with extremely low latencymemory and network subsystems
may promise higher performance, a more inexpensive solution may be acceptable
for many users.If we assume an exponential increase in cost, corresponding to
improvements in memory and network speed,a plot of performance per dollar can
be generated as is shown in Figure 3.6. Given this information, manufacturerscan
position new machines near the cost optimal points for important applications.
Users can also select parallel architectures which will be most economical for their
particular needs. Results from this analytical modelcan be of significant use to
systems architects and MPP users.
Ocean Circulation Model
This program simulates ocean circulation usinga linearized, two-layer channel
model [46]. This application alsouses nearest neighbor communication; however,
in this case the two machines achieve nearly identical speedup results.This is
due to a combination of differences in grain size and the number ofaccesses to
uncached memory between the Ocean Circulation Model and the shallowwater
model. It would be difficult for a programmer toguess that the two programs would
perform with such disparity from perusing thesource code. Again, the performance
prediction tool was able estimate the speedup attained by the application.The
results are shown in Figure 3.7 and Figure 3.8.39
Figure 3.3. Speedup results for the shallow water atmospheric model with variable
message startup cost. C, is the message startup time divided by the time for an
arithmetic operation. A C, value of 470 corresponds to the iWarpprocessor. The
value 5000 approximates the iPSC/860.
Figure 3.4. Speedup results for the shallow water atmosphericmodel for 64
processors with variable message startup cost (Startup) and cache miss penalty
(Cache).40
Figure 3.5. Mflops results for the shallow water atmospheric model for 64proces-
sors and variable message startup cost and cache miss penalty. A processor speed
of 10Mflops is assumed for each processing element.
Figure 3.6. Predicting Mflops/dollar for the Shallow Water Modela
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Figure 3.7. Experimental and predicted results for the Ocean CirculationModel
and Sharks World on the Intel iWarp multicomputer.
Sharks World
Sharks World is included as an example ofan application with few communications.
The program simulates sharks and fishon a toroidal world [46]. As expected, both
machines are able to achieve near linear speedupon this application. The predicted
and actual results are shown in Figure 3.7 and Figure3.8.
3.4.3External Sorting
External sorting is a disk intensive problem. N recordsmust be read and written
to disk while O(Nlog(N)) comparison operationsare performed. Additionally, in
the worst case, all N records will have topass through the bisectional bandwidth
of the interconnection network. If the disk speed isnot well balanced with the
processor and network speed, the time spent reading and writing data will often
dominate [63].There are few guidelines as to how well balanced thesesystem
parameters should be in order to achieve acceptable performance.Preliminary60
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Figure 3.8. Experimental and predicted results for the Ocean Circulation Model
and Sharks World on the Intel iPSC/860 multicomputer.
work has been done to predict the effects of architectural featureson the sorting
problem. We have developed a new parallel sorting algorithm that maximizes
the overlap between the disk, network and CPU subsystemson a parallel node
[19]. This algorithm hides much of the imbalance ofa particular subsystem behind
the operations of the others. Because of this overlap,we are able to draw some
conclusions about the minimum levels of system balance thatare necessary for any
sorting algorithm. A model was built using this algorithm to examine the sorting
problem on parallel architectures.
Figure 3.9 shows the speedup values predictedon 100 processors with skew
equal to 1.5 as the network and disk speedsvary. Skew is defined as the ratio of
the maximum number of records whichare written to disk by any processor to
the average number of records written bya node on the machine. The system
parameters of several actual machine architectures have been labeled to show the
estimated performance of the overlapped sorting algorithmon actual machines.
All of the machine plots were made assuming SCSI diskson each node with a43
3Mbyte/sec transfer speed. Figure 3.10 showsa close-up view of the region of
maximum speedup. The Intel Paragon is shown to beon the plateau of maximum
performance, but it is near the point wheresevere performance degradation would
occur if network transmission time were increased. The networkon the Paragon
was assumed to have 200Mbyte/sec links configured in a mesh [51]. The IBM SP1
is plotted assuming a 6Mbyte/secomega network [62]. The Meiko CS-2 has a
logarithmic network where bisectional bandwidth increaseslinearly with the num-
ber of processors. The Meiko plotassumes that each node has a 50Mbyte/second
link [70]. The SP1 appears to have higher disk transmissiontimes because of the
faster CPU speed. Both the network and diskaxes are given in terms of the CPU
speed. The Ethernet plot in Figure 4 pertains toa network of Sun SPARCstation
1 workstations with SCSI disks connected with Ethernet. It is obviousthat the
network bisectional bandwidth must be significantly increased beforea network of
workstations can be used with the overlapped sorting algorithm.
In order to validate our analytical sorting model,we used algorithmic infor-
mation from the Parallel Sorting by Regular Sampling (PSRS) [86]algorithm in our
model. We then comparedour speedup predictions to those documented by the
authors of the PSRS paper [86]. Our resultswere within 10 percent of the empiri-
cal results for the iPSC/2 and the iPSC/860 multicomputers.The authors claimed
37% lower performance thanwe predicted for the network of 8 Sun 3/80 worksta-
tions.It was impossible to determine the exact test environmentused with the
workstations and we attribute the additionalerror to our assumptions. Table 3.1
shows the predicted and actual results for the PSRSalgorithm. In Figure 3.11
we show the impact of message startup time on the PSRS algorithm. Before the
last merging phase of the algorithmcan proceed, p communications must be initi-
ated by each processor. As the number ofprocessors becomes large, this message
startup time degrades the speedup attained. With the analyticalmodel we have
proposed, algorithmic limitationscan be detected without using critical resources100
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Figure 3.9. Results of an analytical model developed to investigate the impact
on the sorting algorithm of varying system parameters. The Disk and Network
axes are given in number of comparison times to transfer a tuple. Skew is assumed
to be 1.5. Points are plotted for the Intel Paragon, IBM SP1, Meiko CS-2 anda
network of Sun SPARCstation 1 workstations connected by Ethernet.
on MPP systems. The majority of time spent in performance debugging should be
spent working with a performance prediction tool in a workstation environment.
Proper system balance is important to achieving acceptable speedupon the
sorting problem. Modeling algorithmic behaviorcan help system designers know
what effect their design decisions will haveon the efficiency of an algorithm family.45
Figure 3.10. Closer view of the maximum speedup plane of the analytical model.
The Disk and Network axis are given in number of comparison times to transfera
tuple. Skew is assumed to be 1.5. Points are plotted for the Intel Paragon, IBM
SP1 and Meiko CS-2.
ActualPredicted
Machine NodesItems sortedSpeedupSpeedupError
iPSC/2-386 32 4000000 27.5 25.09.08%
iPSC/860 64 8000000 38.0 34.010.6%
Network 8 500000 4.0 5.537.1%
Table 3.1. Actual and predicted speedups for the PSRS algorithm.Actual
speedup results are from Shi [86].46
Figure 3.11. Analytical results for the PSRS algorithm as the number of proces-
sors becomes large. The transfer time is given in number of comparison times to
transfer an integer. The message startup time is set at 5000 comparison times.
This corresponds to the startup time for the iPSC/860.
3.5Summary
Static performance prediction plays an important role in improving the efficiency
of multicomputer environments. It can be used to provide feedback to optimizing
compilers on the relative benefits of alternate program transformations.Static
models are also important in characterizing the performance of fixed problem size
applications where an instrumentation would take an excessive amount of time.
We have shown how this methodology can be used in analyzing the perfor-
mance of several application classes. The accuracy of static analysis is also shown
to be quite high on some applications. For other applications with irregular struc-
ture, an instrumentation run of the application run is necessary in order to achieve
acceptable accuracy.47
Chapter 4
Dynamic Performance Prediction
When additional processing elementsare added to a computation, scalable ap-
plications can increase the problem size in order to maintain efficient execution.
Speedup cannot be used as a performance metric for these applications since the
number of computations will likely changeas the number of processors vary. The
performance prediction methodology used for scalable applicationsuses algorith-
mic information derived from thesource code of a high level parallel language
and an instrumentation run of the application witha small problem size. This
information is combined with an analytical hardware model in orderto predict
execution time as the number ofprocessors and the problem size vary. The tech-
niques described here are termed dynamic because of their relianceon run-time
instrumentation data. They also employ static information generated by theDat-
aparallel C compiler. By maintaininga symbolic representation of the computa-
tional model additional mathematical characterizationscan be made through the
use of algebraic manipulation packages such as Maple [15].
This model can be used to improve the architecture of futuremulticom-
puters through quantifying the relative benefits to real applications of enhancing
different subsystems. The performance predictionsystem also can be used by
programmers to improve the performance of scalable applications by pinpointing
performance bottlenecks and allowing the developerto evaluate performance as
the architecture and problem sizevary. Some applications, however, will not be
able to make effective use ofa given hardware platform regardless of how many
performance improvements are made. The prediction tools developedhere can be48
used to determine which architectures will yield maximal performance fora set
of target applications. This informationcan be used to make wise procurement
decisions and to avoid the frustration of usinga machine with a poor match to a
problem space. The automated performance modeling techniques described here
simplify the multi-dimensional task of algorithmic and architectural analysis.
In this chapter we first specify the class of scalable parallel applications
which are targeted by this research. The dynamic performance prediction model
and its implementation are then described.
4.1Scalable Algorithms
Scalable, data parallel applications are an important sub-class of problems which
can be solved on multicomputers. It has been estimated that 90% of scientific and
engineering applications are data parallel in nature [33]. Many of theseprograms
can be scaled up by varying the number and size of data elements. The increased
complexity induced by varying problem size makes automated performancepre-
diction even more important for these programs.
Scalable algorithms are able to utilize increasing numbers of processing el-
ements efficiently. Let Tq be the number of sequential operations and Tp, be
the number of parallel operations inan application. The total execution time on
p processors can be expressed as:
Tp, 71(p) = Ts, +49
The maximum attainable relative speedup fora non-scalable application on p pro-
cessors is:
S (p) < T (1) / T (p)
TaeqTpar
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If f is defined as the fraction of operations whichare sequential in nature, then
f
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This limitation on speedup for applications witha constant number of computa-
tions is commonly referred to as Amdahl's law [80].
As the number of processors increases, theaccuracy of scalable applications
increases while the elapsed time may remain constant. For example,a weather
prediction program may require results in less than 24 hours, with the number of
computations being scaled to achieve that execution time. Figure 4.1 illustrates
the use of the Jacobi relaxation algorithm in solving for the steadystate tem-
perature distribution across a steel plate [80]. The plate is divided intosquare
elemental regions, and the temperature is assumed to be constantacross each re-
gion. A virtual processor is associated with each region. Duringan iteration of the
algorithm, every virtualprocessor finds the average of the temperatures of each
of its four adjacent regions in order to computea next state temperature value.
When this algorithm is mapped to a parallel machine,a single physical processor
executes a virtual processor emulation loop to compute values formany regions.
As the number of available processors increases, the problem sizecan be scaled50
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Figure 4.1. Illustration of problem size scaling for the Jacobi algorithm.
up, creating additional rows with smaller elemental regions. The resulting steady
state distribution will be more accurate because the temperature is assumed to be
constant across a smaller area.
Scaled speedup on p processors, denoted SS(p), has been used to determine
the efficiency of scalable applications [42, 59].
Leg + pTpar SS(p) <
Tseq+71T---7
,=.-,pwhen Tpar>> Leg
If we define efficiency on p processors, denoted E(p),as the ratio E(p) = SS(p) /p,
then efficiency for scalable applicationscan be as high as 100% on MPP sys-
tems. The ability of these applications to increase the number of computations
as additional processors become available gives them an important advantageover
programs with fixed problem sizes. The problem size can be scaled linearly with
the number of processors or with the size ofmemory available as new processing
nodes are added to the computation [74].
Performance prediction is particularly important for scalable applications
because they are not amenable to traditional performance debuggingtechniques.51
Given a sample application thatruns for one hour on 1000 processors, it is im-
practical to gather trace dataor to perform a simulation of the program to gather
performance information. If weassume that accurate trace-based analysis requires
2 Mbyte/sec of data [50] then our sample application wouldgenerate 6 Tbytes of
trace data. This data volume is clearly impracticaleven if the data could be written
in real time without significant performance perturbation. Methodswhich reduce
trace volume by an order of magnitude [61] are still unacceptable when viewedin
light of the current trend towards machines with rapidly increasing CPUspeeds
and relatively constant disk bandwidth. Simulation techniques wouldrequire in
excess of 1000 hours for this sample program. This lower bound on simulation
time exceeds the maximum acceptable overhead for performance debugging.With
multiple MPP systems becoming available toa single researcher, performance pre-
diction is also an important tool in matching the appropriate hardwareplatform
to a specific application.
Accurate performance prediction informationcan be used by programmers
for performance debugging, by compilers to guide optimizations,and by system
architects to determine optimal hardware configurations for scalableapplications.
The complexity of manual performance analysis for scalableapplications is signif-
icantly greater than that foundon parallel programs with constant problem size.
This research uses dynamic performance prediction techniquesto make progress
in solving this important problem.
4.2Dynamic Model Development
Many of the goals of this researchwere motivated by meetings with a commercial
MPP vendor to determine requirements fora performance analysis tool. Members
of the programming tools and system architecturegroups suggested the following
specifications for a performance prediction system.52
The model should allow a user to predict performance for larger problem sizes
and larger number of processors than the machine used during performance
debugging. This allows smaller parallel machinesor workstations to be used
during program development with large MPP machines being reserved for
solving computational problems.It also speeds up instrumentationruns
of a program since smaller problem sizescan be used during performance
debugging.
One means of determining the portability ofan application is to determine
the sensitivity of a program to changes in critical system parameters. A
performance model should allow the user to view the sensitivity to system
parameters as the problem size and number of processors vary. The validity
of the model can also be determined through analyzing the sensitivity of the
model to a particular parameter and the confidence level for that parameter.
Several of the MPP systems currently in production support advancedop-
erating systems with virtual memory. An effective performance prediction
model should account for paging activityas the data size grows to the point
that it does not fit in physicalmemory.
In order to enable performance debugging,a performance model must allow
the user to determine the relative contribution of each basic block inan
application program.
Figure 4.2 shows a block diagram of the dynamic performance prediction
system. Our implementation focuses on analysis for the Dataparallel Cprogram-
ming language [46].The basic constructs can be extended to other explicitly
data-parallel languages. We have found thatprograms written in high level paral-
lel languages enable more accurate and complete performanceanalysis techniques
than code written in an imperative language withmessage passing. This is another
argument for high level languages as opposed to themessage passing added to an53
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Figure 4.2. Block diagram for dynamic performance prediction system
imperative language style which is often used today. Given Dataparallel Csource
code, instrumentation code is inserted to gather execution statistics which will be
used to build a call graph for the application. Architecture specifications for the
target machine are then passed to a linearization phase which outputs operation
counts for significant system parameters. These counts are then combined with
costs in time for each operation type resulting in a symbolic equation for execution
time. Since the result of this model is an equation rather thana time estimate
for a given problem size the execution timecan be differentiated with respect to
a given system parameter. The resulting equation can be used to determine the
sensitivity of the application to changes in that parameteras the problem is scaled
lip.
We use a dense linear system solver as an example problem to illustrate
the steps taken in developing an analytical model foran application. Gaussian
elimination with partial pivoting and back substitution is usedas the algorithm for
our sample application because of its complex iteration structure. Previous work in54
performance prediction using a sampling method failed to achieveaccurate results
for this application [20]. The program solves the linear system AX= b when the
matrix A is a dense array. Gaussian elimination reduces the A matrixto an upper
triangular system and then performs back substitution to compute the final X
values [80].
In the parallel implementation of this algorithm, two-dimensional dataare
distributed by rows to all processors. For each column of the A matrix, therow
with the largest value in that column is used to reduce the remainingrows in
the system. Pseudo code for the elimination phase of the algorithm is shown be-
low. Performance prediction using sampling techniques is difficult for this problem
because the initialization value for the iteration variable of the innermost loop
depends on the iteration variable for the outermost loop.
for(i = 0; i < N; i++) {
pivot_row = find_max_row(i);
broadcast(pivot_row);
for(active virtual processors) {
for(k = i; k < N; k++) {
data [k] = data [k] - pivot _row [10 *data [i] /pivot_row [i] ;
4.2.1Instrumentation Run
Instrumentation required by the dynamic performance predictionsystem can be
inserted by a source-to-source compiler. It consists of static declarationsof pre-
defined data types and calls toa prediction library routine. The time spent in
instrumentation library routines has been minimized to reduce the executiontime55
for the prediction library calls. By using existing techniques, the perturbation
caused by instrumentation could be removed from the time for the instrumenta-
tion run [67]. This time could then be used to improve the operation count for
the program. The following examples show instrumentation code for major control
constructs.
Shape Declarations
static struct cg_shape_desc cg_shape1 = {1, 17, N, N };
Iteration constructs
for (i = 0; i < N; i++)
{
static struct cg_loop_desc loop_tmpl = ffii","0","N","i++"1;
static struct cg_desc cg_tmpl = f&cg_root,__LINE__,CG_LOOP,
2,0,0,&loop_tmpll;
cg_count(&cg_tmpl);
Conditional Code
if (DPC_temp_O[DPC_vpi]) {
static struct cg_desc cg_tmp6 = f&cg_tmp6,__LINE__,CG_COND,41;
cg_count( &cg_tmp6);
Virtual Processor Emulation
static struct cg_shape_inst cg_instl = { &cg_shapel,
N*sizeof(double),0};
static struct cg_shape_inst cg_inst2 = { &cg_shapel,
3*sizeof(int),&cg_inst1};
static struct cg_desc cg_tmp2 =
CG_VPLOOP,2,&cg_inst2,0};
cg_count(ficg_tmp2);
for (DPC_vpi = 0; DPC_vpi < DPC_num_vp_system; DPC_vpi++)56
Communications
static struct cg_comm_desc cg_comi = {CG_REDUCE, &cg_inst2 };
static struct cg_desc cg_tmp3 = { kcg_tmpl,
__LINE__,CG_COMM,0,0Acg_com1};
cg_count(tcg_tmp3);
Dataparallel C replicates scalar values on all processors and distributespar-
allel variables across the nodes of the system.Total data volume for scalable
applications will be dominated by parallel variables. The instrumentation code
accounts for the size of parallel variables through declaring a shape descriptor
structure which will specify the number of dimensions in a shape and the number
of positions in each dimension.
Iteration constructs are instrumented with a loop descriptor structure which
specifies the symbolic name of the iteration variable along with the initialization,
termination and increment expressions. This symbolic information will be used to
analyze complex iteration constructs. Conditional code is also instrumented to de-
termine the true ratios. Virtual processor emulation loopsare instrumented with
shape instance descriptor structures which are organized ina linked list. Informa-
tion on the data size accessed during each virtualprocessor loop will be used to
determine the number of cache misses. The type of communication and the size of
the data instance to be transferred are also accounted for in each communication
block.
At the conclusion of the instrumentationrun, the performance prediction
system builds a call graph data structure which is used to scale the number of loop
iterations and the size of each shape to the problem size. A sample call graph is
shown in Figure 4.3. The instrumentation library code recursively descends the call
graph and for each loop construct the following attemptsare made to determine
the complexity of the loop:57
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Figure 4.3. Call graph data structure.
1. The most accurate results occur when the number of loop iterationscan be
determined from symbolic information. A search is made beginning from the
parent node of the loop under analysis to the top of the call graph tree. If
the initialization or termination values for the loopare iteration variables for
an enclosing loop, then that symbolic value is used in subsequent analyses.
2. If a symbolic value cannot be found thena simplified fit is attempted to
determine if the number of iterations found in the instrumentationrun is an
even multiple of the problem size.
3. If the initialization or termination expression cannot be scaled to problem
size then it is assumed to be constant.
This instrumentation strategy is effective in structuredprograms where the
iteration variables are not modified within the loop body. It is also restrictedto58
non-recursive applications without "goto" statements. In a survey of 112 super-
computer applications from the College of Oceanographic and Atmospheric Sci-
ences at Oregon State University, 98% of the loop constructs were amenable to
this analysis strategy. Shape descriptor structuresare also scaled to the problem
size in a similar manner. Since the call graph structure is constructed symbolically,
program complexities which cannot be analyzed computationally can be entered
by a programmer in symbolic form if additional accuracy is required.
The instrumentation library outputs counts of important predictors in terms
of the problem size. The equations for large programs can be highly complex since
there is an element corresponding to each basic block in every equation. The
variables Countq and Countpar account for the number of sequential and parallel
operations performed in the application. Countvp/oops represents the number of
virtual processor emulation loops that are executed. Cache behavior is evaluated
through CountLimi and CountL2mi which indicate the number of cache misses
in the first and second level caches respectively. Message passing overhead is dealt
with through enumerating the total number of message startup times (Countcstart)
and the number of bytes (CounicBand)which are transmitted through the network.
Countseq :=
(sum(2 + (7) * 1.00, i= 0..N1) + sum(2 + (1) * 1.00,
i = 0..N1));
Countpar :=
(sum(N * 1 * (6 + (20) * 0.49) + N * 1 * (6),1= 0 ..N1) +
sum((N * 1 * (5 + (sum(64, k = i..N + 1) + 4) * 0.50))* 1.00 +
N*1*(6 +(4)*0.01)+N*1*(4)+(N*1)+N*1*(2),
i = 0..N1));
COUntVPloops :=59
(sum((N * 1) + (N * 1), i = 0..N1) + sum(((N * 1)) * 1.00 +
(N* 1) + (N * 1) + (N * 1),i = 0..N1));
C ountLimiss:=
(sum(g1C ache(((8 * N) + 0) * N * 1)) + (L1C ache(((8 * N) + 12) *
N * 1)), i = 0..N1) + sum(((L1C ache(((8 * N) + 12) * N * 1)))
*1.00 + (L1C ache(((8 * N) + 12) * N * 1)) + (L1C ache(((8 * N) + 12) *
N * 1)) + (L1C ache(((8 * N) + 12) * N * 1)), i = 0..N1));
CountL2miss
(sum((L2C ache(((8 * N) +* N * 1)) + (L2Cache(((8 * N) + 12) *
N * 1)), i = 0..N1) + sum(((L2C ache(((8 * N) + 12) * N
1))) * 1.00 + (L2Cache(((8 * N) + 12) * N * 1)) + (L2Cache(((8* N) +
12) * N * 1)) + (L2C ache(((8 * N) + 12) * N * 1)), i= 0..N1));
C ounicstart :=
(sum((C omStart(BC) + C omStart(BC)) * 1.00, i= 0..N1) +
sum(C omStart(BC) + ComStart(RE), i= 0..N1));
C ountCBand:=
(sum((C omBW (BC,12, N * 1) + C omBW (BC ,12, N * 1)) * 1.00,
i = 0..N1) + sum(C omBW (BC,N * 8, N * 1) +
C omBW (RE ,12, N * 1),i = 0..N1));
The summation operator represents iteration constructs.Fractional nu-
meric values are derived from true ratios for conditional code.The problem
size is denoted by the variable "N ". The Maple [151 symbolic computationsys-
tem can then be used to reduce the output to expressions whichare functions
of the fundamental architectural features ofa particular parallel implementa-
tion. The following equations represent counts of arithmetic operations (Xops=
C ountseq + C ountpar I P), virtual processor emulation loops (Xvp), on-chip cache60
misses (XL1), page faults (XL2), message startup times (Xst), and number of bytes
transferred through the communication network(XBiv). In addition to the problem
size, the equations also are dependent on the number of processors (P), theexpres-
sions for level one and level two cache misses (L1Cache(), L2Cache()), the number
of message startup times for each communication library invocation (Com Start())
and the number of bytes in each message (ComBWO). These equationsare in-
dependent of the particular machine architecture used and will be passed to the
linearization phase where a specific architecture will be modeled.
Xop,=
121.8400000N2 + 16.0N3
12.0N+
Xvp=6.0N2
XL1=N (L1Cache(8 N2) + LlCache((8 N12) N))
4.0N LlCache((8 N12) N)
XL2=N (L2Cache(8 N2) + L2Cache((8 N + 12) N))
4.0N L2Cache((8 N12) N)
Xst = 2.0N Comstart(BC) N (Comstart(BC)Comstart(RE))
XB, = 2.0N ComBW (BC ,12,
N (ComBW (BC ,8 N, N)ComBW (RE, 12,N))
4.2.2Architectural Linearization
The architectural linearization phase of performance prediction reduces complex
machine characteristics to equations linear with respect to the speed of hardware
subsystems. The major architectural features we analyze hereare:
On-chip cache and page fault behavior.
Message startup times for interprocessor communications.61
Bandwidth characteristics for different communication patterns.
Several researchers have noted that thememory hierarchy can have a signif-
icant impact on the performance achieved bya parallel program [35, 98]. Previous
research has indicated that a combination of local analytical models and empirical
observations can characterize the performance of thememory system [34]. Ref-
erences to parallel variables in virtual processor emulation loops have a highly
sequential access pattern, enabling accurate prediction of the number of cache
misses and page faults which will occur during the execution ofa scalable appli-
cation. For our analysis we assume that if the size of all data accessed duringa
virtual processor emulation loop is greater than the cache size, then theproces-
sor will miss in the cache for the whole data array. Otherwise there is no cache
miss penalty. This applies to both on-chip cache and virtualmemory. We use the
Heaviside step function to represent this relationship where
Heaviside(x) =
1
0if x < 0
1otherwise
When the Heaviside function is differentiated it results in the Dirac delta function.
Dirac(x) =
1
ooif x = 0 d=(Heaviside) 0otherwise
This differentiability property will be used in later analysis to derive thecost
optimal point for cache sizes. As a result of this linearizationstep, expressions
for the number of cache missescan be derived (L1Cache and L2Cache). The
"size" parameter passed to Ll Cache and L2Cache is generated bya compile time
calculation of the total size of data items accessed from withina virtual processor
emulation loop.62
L1 Size :=1024 * 4; # On-Chip Cache
L1C ache := proc(size)
H eaviside(((size I P)I LlSize)1) * (size' P)I Ll Size; end;
L2Size := 1024 * 1024 * 32; # Physical Memory
L2C ache := proc(size)
H eaviside(((size 1 13)1 L2Size)1) * (size I P)I L2Size; end;
Interprocessor communication can have a significant impacton the perfor-
mance of a parallel application. We have found that modeling the number of
message startup times necessary for a communication and the number of bytes
transmitted results in an accurate estimation of the total communicationcost. For
each communication type, we model the number ofmessages which must be initi-
ated to perform the transfer. Neighbor communications requirea single message
while broadcasts using a binomial tree algorithm require time logarithmic in the
number of processors. The complexity of the other communicationpatterns for
Dataparallel C has been thoroughly investigated previously [46] and is includedin
our model of the application. The expressions for message startup times and for
the bandwidth must be altered to model different topologies, but will beconstant
for architectures with similar communication networks. The values givenbelow
are intended to approximate a hypercube topology. A different expression isgen-
erated for each communication pattern. The log[2](P) termsare Maple notation
for log2(P).63
ComStart(N R):=1; #Neighbor Read
ComStart(NW):=2; #Neighbor Write
ComStart(BC):=log[2](P); #Broadcast
ComStart(RW):=log[2](P); #Random Write
ComStart(RR):=2*P; #Random Read
ComStart(RE):=log[2](P); #Reduction
ComStart(M R):=P * log[2](P);#Multireduce
ComStart(PO):=1; #Point to Point
As a result of the architectural linearization phase, expressions for operation
counts are computed as a function of the problem size and the number ofprocessors.
The following output for Gaussian eliminationcan be combined with the cost
in seconds for each of these operations in order to derivean equation for total
execution time for the application.
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4.2.3Linear Parameter Model
Given counts for each operation and the cost for that operationon a given system,
total execution time can be predicted for the application being modeled. Fora
given problem size and number of processors the execution time
t = Xop.i3op. + Xvp #vp + XIAPLA + XL2A2 + XStfiSt + XBw13Bw +e
where e is the error, or difference between the predicted and actual time. The
variable ,80p, is the time in nanoseconds to performone CPU operation, i3vp is the
overhead associated with setting up a virtualprocessor emulation loop, i3L1 and
fiL2 represent the penalty for a miss in levelone and two cache respectively. The
variable Ast is the message startup cost and /3Bw is the time requiredto transmit
one byte through the bandwidth of a connection to a processing element. The
predicted execution time I = te.
If we consider a sample of n observations with X values from applications
with different problem sizes and numbers ofprocessors, then in vector notation,
we have:
ti
t2=
to
XOpsiAVIAXL11XL21XSt1XBwi
X0p32XVP2XL12XL22XSt2el'Bw2
XOpsn XVPn AlinXL2.Xstn XBwn
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t = X f3e
where
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t = a column vector of n observed values of t = ftt_1, _ t2, tn}
X = an n row column matrix containing linearized algorithmic characteristics
a column vector containing the cost in seconds for each operation
e = a column vector of the errors between predicted and experimental values
The value of predicted execution time for the Gaussian elimination sample
program is
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Values for thevector can be obtained from system manufacturers or
benchmark programs. The matrix formulation of the model also makes it possible
to use multivariate techniques to obtain fl values givena statistically significant66
number of experimental runs with different problem sizes and numbers ofproces-
sors. These statistical techniques will be explored in the next chapter.
The dynamic performance prediction methodology presented here derives
detailed symbolic equations accounting for major components in execution time.
These equations can be used to analyze performance for scalable applicationsas
the problem size and architecture varies.67
Chapter 5
Statistical Analysis of Machine Parameters
Multivariate statistics refers to a group of inferential techniques that have been
developed to handle situations where sets of variablesare involved as predictors
of performance [45]. In classical scientific experiments,an effort is made to elimi-
nate all but one causal factor through experimental control. The variables inour
analytical model are difficult to isolate; hence,more complex methods are needed
to estimate the value of model coefficients. Statistical software packages suchas
S-PLUS [89] allow large quantities of multivariate data to be analyzed with relative
ease [13].
5.1Advantages
Using statistical techniques to estimate the coefficients (3 values) for the dynamic
performance prediction model has several advantages:
Statistical packages provide standarderror values for each of the prediction
variables. These values allow us to specifya confidence interval as well as an
expected value for predicted performanceon a target architecture.
The model can be fit in an automated and structuredway using real appli-
cations similar to the expected load fora parallel system.
Standard information available from statistical software packagesassesses the
correlation of the model to experimental data. This information allowsus to
tune the model in order to reduce predictionerror.68
Multivariate statistical analysis must haveaccess to a large number of sam-
ples in order to fit the model. Scalable applicationsare good candidates for this
environment because multiple samples can be obtained froma single program us-
ing different problem sizes. Our results indicate thata reasonably accurate fit can
be obtained from a limited number of applications. Statistical methods forfinding
coefficients may also be applicable to non-scalable applications ifa larger number
of sample applications are available.
5.2Assumptions
The performance prediction model developed in this researchwas designed to cre-
ate a linear model with respect to the important system characteristicswe have
identified. The following assumptions have been made in order to apply statistical
techniques to this model:
Both the predictor variables and the modelerrors are statistically indepen-
dent. As the number of mathematical operations performed bya parallel
application increases, there will not necessarily bea corresponding increase
in the number of cache misses or communications performed by theappli-
cation. The independence of these variables is important to the application
of linear regression methods. This assumption is approximatelytrue within
runs of a single application as the problem size is varied. The assertion that
the X values are independent iseven stronger when multiple applications are
included in the set of programs used to fit the model.
The X matrix is able to characterize important performanceindicators equally
well from application to application. Givenan application A which we would
like to make predictions for anda set of applications S used in fitting the
model where AS we assume that the X matrix represents algorithmic69
characteristics equally well for Aas for the other applications in S. This as-
sumption can be made in a particularly strongway among programs address-
ing a single problem. A supercomputing sitemay have several researchers
developing fluid dynamics applications anda model fit to existing fluid flow
programs will generalize well to other applications in this class. Our experi-
ence has shown that as long as S contains a large number of samples, the fit
is quite good for programs not in the fittingset.
The true relationship between the predicted time and modelvariables is linear
and the algorithmic measurementsare accurate. Inaccuracies in X values can
degrade the validity of regression results. Our results indicatethat accurate
operation counts can be obtained throughan instrumented run of a scaled
down version of an application.
Errors are normally distributed withzero mean and a constant standard
deviation. The shape of the quantile-quantilecurve can be used to determine
the correlation of residuals toa normal distribution. The quantile plot of
Figure 5.1 indicates that the residuals for the Meiko CS-2 haveslightly longer
tails than a normal distribution [52, 12].
We use a "Systematic Sampling" approach to selectingexperimental values
for the fitting process [84].This approach was suggested ina study performed
through the Statistics Department at Oregon StateUniversity. The results of this
study are provided in Appendix A.
5.3Statistical Model
Multiple linear regression techniques modela numeric response variable, y, by a
linear combination of p predictor variablesx2 for j =1,...,p. The predicted values
are the sum of coefficients f3 multiplied by the correspondingx3.
y --= thxi ++ fipxp.
-2
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Figure 5.1. Quantile plot of model errors for experimental data from the Meiko
CS-2 vs. a normal distribution of residuals.
Linear least-squares models (LSQ) estimate the coefficients to minimize the squared
sum of errors between predicted and experimental values.If the response and
predictors corresponding to the ith ofn observations are yi, xil,xi2, ,xip, then
the fitting criterion chooses the igj to minimize E7_1(yi Aixi;))2 [13].
One side effect of using the LSQ criterion is that outliers (experimental
values with a large error) tend to havea big effect on the derivation ofvalues.
From one perspective, this is reasonable because the seriousness ofan error in
prediction is more than linear as the magnitude of theerror increases. Although
we would like to have all predicted values within a certain percentage error of the
experimental value, it is more important to estimate values correctly when the
execution time is in thousands of seconds than it is with millisecondrun times. In
order to minimize the effects of erroneous measurementwe have manually removed
outliers which were suspect. The technique of "ridge regression" could also beused
which would allow some bias in the estimated Q values in exchange fora potentially
large decrease in variability in thepresence of "wild" observations [45].71
Our analytical performance modeluses counts of critical operations gener-
ated from the linearization moduleas predictor variables for multivariate analysis.
The /3 values generated by the statistical packageare estimates of the actual val-
ues for system parameters in a particular parallel architecture. A number of real
data-parallel applications are runon an existing parallel machine in order to fit
the model. Since the algorithmic characteristics have been abstractedinto simple
operation counts, the statistical packagecan make predictions, with confidence
intervals, for other parallel applicationson the selected platform.
5.4Experimental Results
The statistical model was fit using actualruns on the iPSC/860, nCUBE 3200
and Meiko CS-2 multicomputers. The S-PLUS software packagewas then used to
predict performance for two fluid dynamics modeling applicationsnot included in
the fit process. The results indicate that /3 values derived fromsample applica-
tions can generalize to future programs analyzed by this performanceprediction
methodology.
Our initial experiments were run with the nCUBE 3200 multicomputer.The
model was fit using three applications (Gaussian elimination,matrix multiplication
and a Shallow Water Model) with several different problem sizesfor a total of 58
experimental runs. The Shallow Water Model solves thesystem of shallow water
equations using a finite difference method. The resulting /3 valuesare shown in
Table 5.1.
The coefficient of determination (Multiple R-squared term) for thisregres-
sion is 0.9978 indicating thatover 99% of the total variation in the response is
explained by the fitted values [13]. Values in Table 5.1are given in microseconds.
Given the system clock cycle time of 125nsec, the Pop valueindicates that it takes
approximately 5 clock ticks for anaverage operation. The 13vp value suggests that
it takes approximately 120 cycles to setup a virtual processor emulation loop.72
System
ParameterValue (psec)Std. Err.Significance
flop, 0.6001 0.0044 0.00000000
/ivP 15.2648 5.1386 0.00000000
fist 367.8870 757.94750.02351422
/3Bw 2.3690 0.5341 0.00004550
Table 5.1. Output of statistical parameters for the nCUBE 3200multicomputer.
The startup time of 368psec is similar to that found in previous researchon the
nCUBE [22].
The standard error column in Table 5.1 isan estimate of how much the
regression coefficient /3 will vary from sample to sample. If multiple samples ofthe
same size were taken from the same population and used to calculate the regression
equation, this would be an estimate of how much the regression coefficient would
vary from sample to sample [54]. The large standard error value for themessage
startup cost indicates that a more detailed model needs to be investigated for
this parameter. Through analyzing standarderror values, the quality of the dy-
namic performance prediction modelcan be improved. The "Significance" column
describes the result of an .7--test to determine the probabilitythat the variance
accounted for by the coefficient couldcome from a F distribution. Small values
indicate that the variable is important in explaining variance. All of theentries in
this column indicate that the coefficientsare highly significant in accounting for
variance in the experimental data.
Figure 5.2 illustrates predicted output for the Ocean CirculationModel
on the nCUBE 3200. The program models wind-driven circulation ina density-
stratified ocean [46]. The problem scalesup by increasing the number of segments
modeled in the east-west direction. The vertical bars join theupper and lower350
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Figure 5.2. Predicted and experimental execution time in seconds for theOcean
Circulation Model on the nCUBE 3200 multicomputer with (a) 128 and (b)640
segments in the east-west direction.
twice-standard-error points, meant to represent approximately 90% confidencein-
tervals for the mean response. Communication costs makeup a higher fraction of
total execution time for the smaller problem in Figure 5.2. Since thestandard er-
ror value for communications is higher than that for computations, the confidence
interval for the 128 segment problem is wider.
Figure 5.3 examines predicted output for the Shallow Water Modelapplica-
tion on the iPSC/860. The National Center for AtmosphericResearch has devel-
oped this application for use in benchmarking the performanceof MPP systems.
The program solves a set of nonlinear shallow water equationsin two horizontal
dimensions [46]. For this experimentwe rely exclusively on previous experimental
data for execution times in order to fit the model. Theinstrumentation run for
the applications was performedon a single processor workstation and yet accurate
results were still obtained.
The Meiko CS-2 multicomputer consists of SPARCprocessors connected
in an Omega network configuration [70]. Each node isequipped with two vector
processors to improve floating point performance. A copy of the multi-user Solaris70
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Figure 5.3. Predicted and experimental values for the Shallow Water Model with
a 64 x 64 grid and 1200 iterations for an iPSC/860 multicomputer.
operating system executes on each node increasing the variability of successive
runs of the same program on the machine. Figure 5.4 and Figure 5.5 show the
results obtained for the Ocean Circulation Model with two different problem sizes.
The experimental data has a much larger number of outliers than were foundon
the other two machines. Some of this variability can be attributed to the multi-
user nature of the machine. The current implementation of Dataparallel C on
the Meiko relies on libraries written for the iPSC/860 which use the NXmessage
passing interface provided on the Meiko. This extra level of software indirection
may also account for some of the inaccuracies in the model. Future work will focus
on adapting this modeling technique to networks of workstations where high levels
of variability exist in the message passing latency. This workon the Meiko is a
first step in that direction.
Through analyzing the statistical results, we have discovered severalareas
where our model needs to be improved.40
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Figure 5.4. Predicted and experimental execution time in seconds for the Ocean
Circulation Model on the Meiko CS-2 multicomputer with 640segments in the
east-west direction. The error bars are 90% confidence intervals for the predicted
values.
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Figure 5.5. Predicted and experimental execution time in secondsfor the Ocean
Circulation Model on the Meiko CS-2 multicomputer with1280 segments in the
east-west direction. The error bars are 90% confidence intervals for thepredicted
values.76
If designers and users of parallel systemsare to benefit from the results of
performance prediction, they must be able to determine how accurate thepredic-
tions are. The statistical methods described here allow confidence intervalsto be
placed on predictions in order to fulfill this requirement. The statistical informa-
tion can be obtained in an automated fashion using statistical softwarepackages
such as S-PLUS [89]. Additional information from the statistical analysiscan also
guide the development of more accurate models.77
Chapter 6
Evaluation of Dynamic Modeling Techniques
Dynamic modeling techniques can be used to meet the needs of performance de-
bugging, architectural enhancement and machine selection.In this chapter we
analyze the accuracy of this model with several applications whenrun on the
iPSC/860, Meiko CS-2 and nCUBE 3200 multicomputers with varying problem
sizes and numbers of processors. Examples are also given to show the utility of
this approach in providing performance information. A methodology for deriving
expressions for cost optimal points is also developed.
6.1Accuracy Analysis
Several applications were analyzed during the course of this research in order to
validate dynamic performance prediction techniques. They representa good cross
section of the data-parallel programs which are used for scientific research includ-
ing matrix multiplication, a linear system solver and finite difference solutionsto
differential equations.
For our error analysis we have used the classicalerror computation method:
PredictedActual Error =
Actual
A total of 246 executions of the validation suite applicationswere performed using
different problem sizes and numbers ofprocessors. The error contours shown in
Figure 6.1 indicates that over 90% of the experimentalruns achieve less than 40%
error for all three machines.g
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Figure 6.1. Percent error for experimental runs of applications in the validation
suite.
The standard deviation of errors
j SSE
V n3
where the sum of squared errors
n
SSE = E 4
i=i
can be examined to determine the quality of the model. The weighted average
value of a is 5.4 seconds. The weighted average of themean I is 53.7 seconds. The
ratio of standard deviation to the mean,or the coefficient of variation (C.O.V.) can
also be used as a unitless measure of error. For the nCUBE and Meiko the standard
deviation was less than 9% of the mean experimental value. One problem with the
standard deviation of error is that it tends to be influenced disproportionately by
the relative error of long experimental runs because of the squared nature of SSE.
The average error of all validation runs indicates that the model is able to predict
results at an acceptable level for the uses we have targeted. Asummary of the
accuracy analysis is shown in Table 6.1.79
System
Number of
Experimentso I C.O.V.Average Error
nCUBE 3200115 8.87 sec105 sec0.084 12%
Meiko CS-263 0.55 sec6.36 sec0.08720%
iPSC/860 46 5.4 sec12.7 sec0.42523%
Table 6.1. Experimental error values.
Machine fivp Value in nsecStandard Error
iPSC/860 -209069 215109
Meiko CS-2152512 326691
nCUBE 320038194 219144
Table 6.2. Coefficient and standard error values for Pvp with constant virtual
processor emulation loop overhead.
Through examining data from the statistical package, improvements to the
accuracy of the model can been made. A previous version of the model accounted
for the overhead of a virtual processor emulation loops witha constant value. The
standard error values for the fivp coefficients shown in Table 6.2was unexpectedly
large. After analyzing the experimental data,we hypothesized that the overhead
for a VP loop could be accounted formore accurately by a term which scaled with
the number of virtual processors being operatedon in the loop. This change in
the model resulted in the increasedaccuracy shown in Figure 6.2.g
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Figure 6.2. Percent error for constant virtualprocessor emulation loop overhead
contrasted with the scaled model.
6.1.1Layer
The Layer application implements a simple two-layerocean circulation model with
periodic boundary conditions on the north and south edges and wraparound bound-
ary conditions on the east and west edges. This model is amenable to data-parallel
treatment and naturally fits a two dimensional toroidal grid representation. The
model is simplified by assuming that thereare no intervening continents. The pro-
gram iterates through 7500 iterations of updating local values based on the values
of the nearest neighbors in the grid. In the Dataparallel C version of theprogram,
each data point in the grid is treatedas a virtual processor, regardless of the actual
number of physical processors involved. Theprogram can be configured to output
graphical data to show changes in the data points that model the circulationover
time. Figure 6.3 shows the error contour for this application.50
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Figure 6.3. Percent error for experimentalruns of the Layer application on the
iPSC/860, Meiko CS-2 and nCUBE 3200.
6.1.2Shallow
The shallow water equations were developed at the Laboratoire de Meteorologie
Dynamique du C.N.R.S., Paris in order to investigate different finite-difference
schemes. The National Center for National Center for Atmospheric Research,
Colorado uses a model based on this work in benchmarking the performance of
MPP systems.
The equations explain the flow ofa two dimensional slightly compressible
inviscid fluid:
-- 1V - V) = 0 +TIN A (PV) + V (P + at
aP"-- + v (PV) = 0
Ot
where V is the velocity, P the density ofpressure, , the potential vorticity,
rot 1-7/P, and fif a unit normal to the plane. The slightly compressiblecase is
enforced by a balance condition for the initial fields [69]:gto
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Figure 6.4. Percent error for experimentalruns of the Shallow application on the
iPSC/860, Meiko CS-2 and nCUBE 3200.
t'.V'= o
at.V'= o
at
The program solves a set of nonlinear shallow water equationsin two hori-
zontal dimensions using a finite difference method [46]. Itassumes periodic bound-
ary conditions and uses a leap frog time differencing scheme so that the fluid flow
is confined to the surface of a torus. Figure 6.4 shows theerror contour for this
application.
6.1.3Matrix
Matrix multiplication is an important element ofmany scientific applications.
When multiplying two N x N matrices A and B in orderto yield the N x N
matrix C, g(N3) operations will be performed. Because thecomputational com-
plexity grows more quickly than the 8(N2) number of communicationswhich must50
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Figure 6.5. Percent error for experimentalruns of of block matrix multiplication
on the Meiko CS-2 and nCUBE 3200.
be performed, matrix multiplicationcan achieve high efficiency values on parallel
machines if the problem sizecan be made sufficiently large. A block matrix mul-
tiplication was used for this validation application [80]. Thealgorithm breaks the
A, B and C matrices into i.,x ,77., blocks. One of these blocks is assigned to
each processor. The algorithmmemory locality and has been found to be highly
efficient on processors with on-chip caches. Figure6.5 shows the error contour for
this application.
6.1.4Gauss
This program solves the linear system AX= b when the matrix A is a dense
array. Gaussian elimination reduces the A matrix toan upper triangular system
and then performs back substitution tocompute the final X values [80]. In the
implementation of this algorithm, two-dimensional dataare distributed by rows to
all processors. For each column of the Amatrix, the row with the largest value45
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Figure 6.6. Percent error for experimentalruns of Gaussian elimination on the
iPSC/860, Meiko CS-2 and nCUBE 3200.
in that column is broadcast and used to reduce the remainingrows in the system.
Figure 6.6 shows the error contour for this application.
6.1.5Jacobi
The Jacobi application uses an iterative method to solvea system of linear equa-
tions. Iterative algorithms suchas this are often used to solve the large, sparse
linear equations generated from partial differential equations. Thisprogram uses
Jacobi relaxation to solve for the steady statetemperature distribution across a
steel plate [80]. The plate is divided intosquare elemental regions, and the tem-
perature is assumed to be constant across each region. A virtualprocessor is
associated with each region. Duringan iteration of the algorithm, every virtual
processor finds the average of the temperatures of each of its four adjacent regions
in order to compute a next state temperature value. Figure6.7 shows the error
contour for this application.Meiko CS-2 -
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Figure 6.7. Percent error for experimentalruns of the Jacobi application on the
iPSC/860, Meiko CS-2 and nCUBE 3200.
6.1.6Ocean
The Ocean application is derived froma model of wind-driven circulation in a
stratified ocean [46]. The program employs finite element methods to implementa
linearized, two-layer channel model using forward-backward schemesto calculate
baroclinic and barotropic flows. Conventionalocean models have assumed that the
ocean has a rigid "lid" which allows them to exclude the fast surface gravity waves
and concentrate on general circulation. Thisprogram does not make this assump-
tion since the resultant data dependencies would be difficult to accommodateon
a massively parallel architecture. Instead, it uses the classical wave equation for
displacement of the free surface. Asa consequence, many small time steps must
be simulated to insure computational stability. Figure 6.8 shows theerror contour
for this application.86
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Figure 6.8. Percent error for experimentalruns of the Ocean application on the
iPSC/860, Meiko CS-2 and nCUBE 3200.
Given a validated model the performance of applications and architectures
can be analyzed in detail. Our validation testing indicates that an accurate perfor-
mance model can be obtained with minimal user intervention through leveraging
existing software tools for symbolic computations and statistical analysis.The
next section will describe how this prediction methodologycan be used to achieve
detailed performance analysis.
6.2Analysis Using Performance Prediction Results
Many aspects of parallel performance have been examined froma purely theoretical
perspective. Additional insights can be obtained froma detailed analysis of perfor-
mance using an analytical model derived from an actual application. The following
examples show how this performance prediction system has been usedto analyze
performance as the problem size and architectureare scaled. We also examine cost
optimal metrics which can indicate algorithm-architecturecompatibility.87
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Figure 6.9. Percentage of execution time spent in broadcasting thepivot row for
Gaussian elimination on an nCUBE 3200.
A fundamental use of performance prediction results is in thearea of per-
formance debugging. Figure 6.9 illustrates the percentage of timespent in broad-
casting the pivot row for the Gaussian elimination applicationon an nCUBE 3200.
For extremely small problem sizes, the execution time is dominatedby message
startup costs for the communications. Since all communications in the application
grow at an equal rate with P, the percentage of time spent in this basic block is
constant. For medium sized problems the fraction of timegrows logarithmically
with P due to the number ofmessages required for the binomial tree broadcast
algorithm. For larger problem sizes the communication ratiogrows linearly with
the number of processors.
Given our analytical model with variables corresponding to the problemsize
and number of processors an applicationcan be analyzed to determine the relative
contribution of each line of code under selected scaling schemes. Thespeedupi
Lines
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Figure 6.10. Views of basic block contributions to overall executiontime under
different scaling schemes.
metric can be examined by increasing the number ofprocessors as the problem
size is held constant. Scaleup can be examined to determine theimpact of each
basic block as the problem size increase witha fixed number of processors. The
scaled speedup metric examines performanceas both the problem size and number
of processors vary. Figure 6.10 summarizes the different viewsof an application
under these different scaling schemes. Figure 6.11 shows the contributionsof basic
blocks in a Gaussian elimination application under speedupscaling.
The ability to predict the sensitivity ofan algorithm to changes in sys-
tem parameters is critical to determining its portability. As architectsare able
to predict the sensitivity of applications to changes in systemparameters the ef-
ficiency of parallel hardware should increase. Since the resultof this performance
prediction system is a symbolic expression for executiontime, the equation can89
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Figure 6.11. Contributions of basic blocks in Gaussian elimination application
with speedup scaling. Lighter colors indicate a higher percentage of time.
be differentiated with respect to critical system parameters in order to view the
effect modifications will have on performance as the problem size is scaledup. In
Figure 6.12, the execution time was differentiated with respect tomessage startup
cost where
Sensitivity =
dt
dfist
The vertical scale shows the increased execution time in seconds for each increase
of 1 Opsec in message startup cost. The sensitivity increases linearly with problem
size since a constantly growing number of communications must be performedas
problem size increases. The sensitivity grows logarithmicallyas the number of
processors increases due to the complexity of the binomial tree broadcast algo-
rithm. Similar analysis can be performed to determine the effect of other system
parameters.
Although theoretical comparisons of multicomputer topologies have been
performed previously using asymptotic bounds, the additional detailed information0.5
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Figure 6.12. Sensitivity to changes in message startup cost for Gaussian elimina-
tion as a function of problem size and number ofprocessors.
available from symbolic performance prediction allowsus to compare network con-
figurations for practical numbers of processors. Figure 6.13compares performance
for Gaussian elimination on the nCUBE 3200 anda network of SPARC worksta-
tions.For small numbers of processors the workstationsare significantly faster
than the multicomputer. As the number ofprocessors and problem size increases,
the bandwidth limitations of Ethernet reduce the performance ofa workstation
cluster and the nCUBE system becomes superior.
6.2.1Cost Optimal Methods
Recent advances in the speed of workstations have motivated severalsystems ven-
dors to introduce workstation clustersas parallel computing platforms. These sys-
tems are attractive because they deliver high levels of potential processingpower91
Figure 6.13. Execution time plots comparing the nCUBE 3200 witha network
of workstations connected with Ethernet.
for a reduced dollar cost. Through mathematical manipulations of the basicexe-
cution time equations produced by the symbolic performance predictionsystem, a
cost optimal architecture for a given application can be determined.
For our analysis we have concentratedon the dollar cost for the CPU, on-
chip cache and the interconnection network. Amore detailed analysis could be
performed by users familiar with the cost structure available to their organiza-
tion. With Opsseq and Opspar as the number of sequential and parallel operations
performed in an application we definea price-performance metric (4)) as
where performance in MFLOPS
and cost in dollars
=
C
M =Ops
q /10
Opspar/106
C = COSTcpuCOSTL1COSTnet92
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Figure 6.14. Predicted 1 for Gaussian eliminationon 8 workstations as network
bandwidth varies.
In order to determine the dollar cost for communication networkswe ob-
tained quotes for high speed network connections using switched Ethernet, FDDI
and ATM technology. Through connecting workstations to switched hubs,many
of the bandwidth limitations caused by contentioncan be eliminated. We then fit
a curve to these points and derived an expression for dollar cost as a function of
network bandwidth
COSTnet = $800 + $30, 000 * (2(1000 /13Bw))
Figure 6.14 plots 4> as bandwidth and problem sizevary. Our analytical results
indicate that a network bandwidth of 50Mbyte/sec isnear the cost optimal point
for a network of 8 workstations.
The value of COSTcpu was computed in a similarmanner by fitting a curve
to the dollar costs of several commercial microprocessors
COSTcpu = $50 + $100 * 21001 0180.25
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Figure 6.15. Predicted (I) for the Shallow Water Modelas bandwidth and CPU
speed vary.
The exponential nature of the dollar cost functions makessense from a practical
Standpoint. As the time to executean instruction approaches zero, the dollar
cost for the CPU approaches infinity. Figure 6.15 shows the price-performance
plot for the Shallow Water Model when considering both CPU speed andnetwork
bandwidth.
In analyzing cost optimal cache configurationswe will focus on the cache
size instead of the/3L1value or the time necessary fora level one cache miss. The
Ai value may be dependent on theprocessor architecture, the disk subsystem and
even the operating system and does not have a definite relationship to the dollar
cost of the cache. As the size of the on-chip cache increases, the cost of thecache
increases approximately as the cube of the cache size [47]. Thisoccurs because of
the increase in defects occurring in larger die sizes and thereduced number of dies
which will fit on a wafer. We examined data from the PowerPC601 chip in order
to fit this general cost model to an actual implementation [91]. ThePowerPC 601
has 32Kbytes of cache witha total area of 119mm2 and sells for approximately1.802
1.801
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1.799
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Figure 6.16. Price performance curve as cache size is varied for the Shallow Water
Model.
$450. Since the cache consumes 31% of the die area we assume that the cost of
this size of cache is approximately $166. The resulting dollar cost for on-chip cache
COSTIA is
COSTLi = $5 * 10-12* LlSize3
The price-performance curve for the Shallow Water Model as a function of
level one cache size is shown in Figure 6.16. The steps in the graph occur when the
cache size reaches a level where data in a virtual processor emulation loop all fits
in cache. Once the cache size becomes large enough for all data to stay in cache
additional increases in Ll Size will not result in additional performance increases.
At this point the additional cost of larger cache reduces the 4) value.
The gradient of the price-performance equation V4) represents the slope of
the function 4 = in each dimension at all points in the graph.
d(I) dot d(1)
[430p,di3BwdLlSize
Given V4), system designers can determine the dimension where enhancements
to system parameters will result in the most progress towards the cost optimal95
point for the system. Through setting V= 0 and solving for the cost sensitive
Variables, the maximum value can be determined if (I) hasa single maximum. If
the 4) surface is not unimodal the maximum point is found throughan exhaustive
search of practical values for the system parameters in question. The Maplesystem
generates the gradient automatically and can solve the simultaneous equations for
the cost optimal point for some 4) equations.
Theorem 6.1 If C is twice differentiable with the second gradient universallynon-
negative and M is twice differentiable with the second gradient universallynon-
positive, then the function 1 = M IC is unimodal and there isa non-trivial maxi-
mum.
Proof:
If V2C is non-negative then the surface of C isconcave up with the slope increasing
or remaining constant as system parameters are enhanced. The cost function
for many subsystems will conform to this condition. As the CPU cycle timeor
the time to transmit a byte across the network decreases linearly, the slope of
the increase in cost for the subsystem will be strictly increasing. The function
C is also strictly increasing as system parametersare improved.
When V2M is non-positive then the surface of M isconcave down with the slope
decreasing as the speed of a subsystem is increased. Asa particular /3 value is
improved its contribution to the execution time will decrease withrespect to
other parameters. If the M surface isconcave up and increases faster than the
C function in any dimension then the optimal value for # is eitherzero or oo.
This trivial case is not attainable for real implementations. Regionsof the 4)
surface where VM is negative can also be ignored sincea cost optimal point
will not exist in regions where the slope of performance is negative.
Given these assumptions, the following conditionscan be specified for the 4:0 surface
in the region where cost optimal conditionscan occur.
C > 0,C1 > 0,C" > 096
and
M > 0,M' > 0,M" < 0
Let xo be the location of a local maximum where
(1)'(x0) = 0
Assume that there is another local maximum atx2 where 4)(x2) > (1)(x0). A local
minimum must exist between xo and x2 at xi (see Figure 6.17).
In the region between the two maxima 4)1:10 < 0, 4121> 0, and (1)"1:20 > 0 is
concave up.
M.T
M'C MC'
C2
[(M"C + M'C')(M'C' + MC")]C2[2CC' (M'CMC')]
C4
M"C MC"2C' (M'C MC' .
C2 C C2
C2= (6.2)
The first term of Equation 6.2 is strictly negative since M"< 0 and C" > 0. If
0"Irx20 > 0 then the second term of Equation 6.2must be positive, which can
only occur if VI% < 0. This isa contradiction since by construction (1)12 > 0.
0
Table 6.3 specifies cost optimal values for the applicationswe have studied in
this research. The problem sizeswere scaled for an execution time of 1000 seconds
on 1000 processors. In order to compute these values, we developeda program
which took, as input, the symbolic equation for 0. A hill climbingtechnique was
then used to calculate the maximum point in the 0 surface.97
(1)
a
Figure 6.17. Price performance curve with two local maxima.
The Gaussian elimination application favors a higher bandwidth network
with slightly slower CPU speed than the other applications.The applications
using finite difference methods all have bandwidth requirements which could be
satisfied with a switched Ethernet configuration if the switch could be extended
to allow connections for 1000 processors. The overhead for message startup time
in a TCP/IP environment is the limiting factor for these applications rather than
bandwidth. If an expression were available which relatedmessage latency to the
cost of a system, an optimal startup time could also be specified. The cache sizes
specified suggest that some of these applications could make effectiveuse of more
than the 8 Kbytes of data cache availableon many microprocessors.
Additional analysis could be performed formore complex network config-
urations using dollar cost estimates developed specifically for these topologies [9].
Computer architects can use the symbolic equations for execution time combined
with cost functions for critical system parameters in order to improveperformance
in the most effective way.98
ApplicationProblem SizePops in nsecLl Size in bytesfiBw in nsec/byte
Gauss 3.9 * 104 18 21310 851
Matrix 4.3 * 108 16 5090 1751
Jacobi 1.8 * 108 15 2390 20000
Layer 2.4 * 108 15 7640 20000
Ocean 9.3 * 107 15 3630 20000
Shallow 2.8 * 104 16 12030 3181
Table 6.3. Cost optimal values for system parameters for applications in validation
suite.99
Chapter 7
Conclusions
Performance prediction can be used in performance debugging of parallelappli-
cations and in making architectural improvements for multicomputer hardware
and system software. Using predicted performance results for existingcommercial
MPP systems, users can optimize their selection of parallel platformsto use for
production runs of scientific applications.
The static methods developed herecan provide rapid feedback to an opti-
mizing compiler on the relative benefit of alternate transformations. Itcan also be
used to predict performance for static applications withtoo many computations
to admit an instrumentation run.
The dynamic performance prediction techniques allows performanceanal-
ysis to be performed on scalable parallel applications.This important class of
programs imposes different requirements on an analysis system than traditional,
constant-size problems do. The simultaneoususe of analytical and sampling tech-
niques allows this technique to accomplish the goals ofease of use and accuracy
which are important for performance prediction models.
If decisions are to be madeon the basis of predicted behavior, the accuracy
of the estimates must be specified. Through using multivariatestatistical analysis
to determine critical system parameters, confidence intervalscan be determined
for predicted results. This statistical characterizationcan also assist in improving
the accuracy of the model. By automatically determiningthe values for system
parameters, the overall ease of use is also improved.100
Through preserving the symbolic equations which characterize the detailed
behavior of each basic block in the application, the dynamic modelcan be used to
mathematically evaluate cost optimal architectures fora given application. The
estimated performance of an applicationcan be viewed across continuous values of
each hardware parameter, allowing quantitativemeasures of application portability
to be performed.
7.1Significance of Research
MPP system users, programmers and designersare all interested in performance
analysis since their goal is to achieve the highest possible performance at the lowest
cost. Performance prediction techniques can playa significant role in improving
the efficiency of this environment. Historically, little effort has been placedon
analysis methods which use actual applications. Instead, most of the researchhas
concentrated on theoretical boundsas a means of characterizing the performance
of systems. This work representsan important proof of concept, indicating the
efficient analytical models can be basedon real scientific programs. The resulting
analysis information is shown to be important in solving importantproblems in
this area.
Multivariate data analysis techniques simplify the performance prediction
process by deriving system parameters from experimentalruns of sample applica-
tions. The utility of prediction data is also increasedas users are able to evaluate
the confidence interval for estimated execution time.Improvements to the under-
lying analytical model can be made through focusingon predictor variables which
have a large variance in the statistical analysis. Thisresearch is the first to in-
vestigate using statistical analysis techniques in thisway. Multivariate statistical
techniques improve the utility andaccuracy of performance prediction models.
We have analyzed the needs of severalgroups requiring performance pre-
diction information. This research is unique in being ableto meet the needs of all101
these groups. The use of this type of performance analysissystem by system archi-
tects and programmers should increase the efficiency of MPP systems in general
and scalable applications in particular.
7.2Future Directions
Future work will focus on improving theaccuracy of these modeling techniques
and using them to solve other performance prediction problems. Through examin-
ing statistical data which evaluates the correlation of predicted and experimental
performance, we plan to make improvements in theaccuracy of the model. Addi-
tional analysis will also be performed to determinenew model features which will
allow performance prediction on a broaderrange of parallel programs and hard-
ware architectures. We also plan to develop portability measures similar to the
isospeed metric [90] which can be quantified through analyzing the sensitivity of
applications to changes in system parameters. Finally, this modeling methodology
will be integrated into a graphical performance tool.
The complexity of computations and communications for algorithms and
the corresponding effects of topology and routing scheme for hardware platforms
have been studied through analyzing asymptotic bounds. Through dynamicper-
formance prediction, detailed complexity resultscan be obtained for specific algo-
rithmic and architectural characteristics. We plan to conduct researchcomparing
hypercubes, meshes and fat trees for several classes of real applications. Thisre-
search will attempt to determine if the increasedexpense incurred in building more
complex topologies is justified by the performance obtained.
The use of performance prediction systems by system architects andpro-
grammers should increase the efficiency of MPP systems in general and scalable
applications in particular. Much work is left to be doneas far as generalizing the
model to other applications and architectures, but this approach has thepotential102
to provide much needed information to the multicomputer user community. Per-
formance prediction tools can aid multicomputer users and designers in increasing
parallel efficiency on these machines. High efficiency parallel execution will be
essential if "Grand Challenge" problems are to be solved on multicomputers.103
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Appendix A
Statistical Consulting Study
The following recommendations were given to Mark Clement from the Department
of Computer Science by Nobutaka Yagi from the Statistics Department in refer-
ence to the feasibility of using multiple regression techniques to estimate machine
parameters for multicomputers.
Advice Given to Client
So far as the objective of the study is to specify the given linear model
by estimating the basically unknown machine parameters (coefficients), the study
statistically corresponds to a multiple regression analysis, where numbers of op-
erations in each of particular preidentified sections in processing play a role of
explanatory variables which would associate to the observed execution time. The
biggest issues that I am concerned with in the study are the aspects of sampling
and the analytical approach to a regression problem.
A.1Sampling
A.1.1Analysis
I think that the problem generated from a given program is the sampling unit of
your study, and the sample population of the study would be all possible problems
generated from the program. Therefore you will be able to make an inference on
a program basis processed by a given architecture. One particular consideration is114
taken in terms of the size of your sample for multiple regression analysis. Details
of this point will be discussed later but the major point is, generally speaking, that
the size of sample, which is now specified as the number of observations, is to be
at least several times larger than the number of parameters to be estimated in the
model.
A.1.2Recommendations
Your study would lead a best inference if you follow one of the sampling schemes
based on probability sampling when you actually determine the problems to be
used in your study. Primarily speaking, in probability sampling, each elementary
unit (an individual unit of population being examined) has a known equal proba-
bility of being selected into a sample. The most simple technique to be concerned
with here is the Simple Random Sample, in which you can sample asmany units
as you want by using, for instance, random numbers generated by a computer.
One major disadvantage of Simple Random Sampling is that it is possible that
you get a sample which only has many small sizes of problems. The alternative to
avoid this situation and improve the validity of your estimates is achieved by using
"Systematic Sampling". This technique is very advantageous when the sampling
units are listed in order of a population characteristic of interest andcan be used
even if you really don't know the total number of the sampling units. For further
information on Systematic Sampling, see any elementary sampling textbook. The
analysis procedure of Systematic Sampling is the same as that of Simple Random
Sampling.